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Basketball Team Heads
Athletic Department Woes
The A.S.C. Athletic Pro
gram, the Inkwell has learned,
is expected to go over their
'79-'80 budget for the third
consecutive year. The condi
tion of the program has caused
President Henry Ashmore to
call for an immediate change
in the procedure which has
caused the yearly budget to,
once again, expect la deficite of
over $5,000.00.
"The program," Ashmore
said, "is not generating
enough funds to be considered
self-sufficient. Therefore, a
decision has to be made soon
concerning the fate of the pro
gram."
The controversy seems to
center primarily on the ex
penses incurred by the men's
basketball team. Expenses in
clude such things as tuition
(and every player excluding
one is an out-of-state tuition
which doubles the usual fee),
books, cafeteria and outside
meals, and rent (which also in. eludes water and electricity ex
penses). "One problem,"
Ashmore said, "is the absence
of adequate housing for the
players." This lack of facilities
will, spring quarter alone, cost

over $10,000 in outside rents.
A.S.C. is the only college in
the conference which does not
have athletic dorm facilities.
Ashmore commented that in
contrast to previous years,
there is "absolutely no funds
available" to aid the ailing
Athletic Department. And
since, in Ashmore's words,
"the well's gone dry"
necessary funds have to be
generated within the depart
ment itself.
The decision Ashmore must
make concerning the fate of
the basketball team deals with
choosing one of several alter
natives. To remain in the
South Atlantic Conference,
Armstrong must remain com
petitive in recruitment to offer
competition equal to those
other colleges participating in
the conference. Next year, the
NCAA has ruled to remain in
this conference, a college must
have a minimum of 6 com
petitive sports - Armstrong has
5. The question arises concern
ing in what direction should
this college go? As Ashmore
commented additional income
can be generated if the athletic
fee is raised. He feels students

should make the decision over
the possibility of the fees being
raised. As Ashmore said,
"Ultimately it comes down to
the matter over whether
students think the basketball
team is worth the increase in
the athletic fee."
Another option the college
has concerning the basketball
team is the possibility of drop
ping conference competition,
going independent within the
realm of another less deman
ding conference, such as Divi
sion 3. Division 3 does not of
fer scholarships or financial
aid. Ashmore added that Arm
strong could drop all other
sports and concentrate solely
on the male/female basketball
competition. "However,"
Ashmore said, "the quality of
the athletic program would be
unfavorably affected."
Ashmore further explained1
the possibility that A.S.C.
could discontinue their entire
intercollegiate sports program
and concentrate only on the
intramural aspect of sprots.
The problem, Ashmore
said, has "been in process of
(Continued on page 10)

Logan Joins ASC Staff
Armstrong State College is
fortunate to have Francis S.
Logan as a new member of the
Guidance and Counseling
Department. Mrs. Logan's
last job was counseling
students preparing foreign
studies at the Kuwait Educa
tional Center in Kuwait, Mid
dle East. Mrs. Logan held this
job until Decembem when the
Iranian crisis prompted an
evacuation of all U.S. citizens
from the Middle East.
Mrs. Logan, a Florida
native, has a B.S. in Business
Education and a Masters
degree in guidance and
counseling. She has held many
positions in guidance and
counseling, including Director
of the Counseling Center and
Director of Upward Bound at
Morris College in South

Carolina, director of financial
aid at Florida Keys Communi
ty College in Key West,
Florida, and taught business
and accounting at Florida
A&M where she was also head
of Library acquisitions ac
counts.
Being a counselor in Kuwait
wasn't that different from
counseling in the U.S. "They
have the same problems in the
Middle East as our students
have here. The difference is in
the cultural acceptance of
those problems." Mrs. Logan
explained that Kuwaits have
the largest per capita income
and is the second richest coun
try in the world. Their people
don't have to work because
they share in the distribution
of the oil wealth of the coun
try, All hospitals and schools

are free. "Kuwaits have a pro
found interest in education
because to them it represents
power and importance." The
people of Kuwait are very
competitive in academics.
Their education is more or less
memorization and they have a
lot of emphasis on the pure
sciences. Mrs. Logan said that
because of the social status
placed on an education, there
is extreme pressure on the stu
dent. "Many of the students
were neurotic. Education is a
new thing in Kuwait and they
haven't realized the dif
ferences in individual abilities.
If a student fails a course he
"loses face". I've even had
some that were suicidal."
As far as conferences go,

(Continued on page 17)

Francis Logan
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Cheap Shots
OSSr

b) Charles Griffin
National News Bureau
Power is the name of the
game. But the game is un
derstood and played dif
ferently from one area of the
world to another. There is no
working democracy any
where in the Orient. It is
highly unlikely that any of us
now alive will ever live to see
such a thing come about there.
There is some justification
to the claim "third world"
countries make about western
imperialism ninucring tneir or
der Iy gr owth in the last two
of change and social growth
was broken by European and
American intervention in the
established societies of China,
Japan, India, Indo-China, and
Turkey. Of course, we literally
destroyed all the established
American cultures existing
prior to 1492; only traces
remain of the Aztec, the Inca,
and the Iroquois.
We cannot restore what is
lost. But lo r the last fifty years
we have suffered increasingly
painful pangs of guilt that
have blinded us to the good we
have done.
Once, it wa s fashionable to
talk of civilizing t he heathen,
and the western World saw that

f€M

task as its appointed role in
history. Although the criteria
were primarily religious, the
intent
was sound. The
dominant society always im
poses its mores upon those it
conquers. The conquered
always
infiltrate
the
eonquerers eventually through
sex and the absorption of ideas
and behavior apperns that fit
comfortably in the conquered
area's environment.
In the year 622 A.D. the
religiously fertile desert gave
birth to a new faith, Islam. It
spread across the Arabian
deserts, the north of Africa,
the Caucasus mountains, the

Letter Policy
I he ASC Inkwell invites
letters to the editor on any
topic. All letters must carry
the signature of the author.
The Inkwell publishes no
anonymous letters although
the author's name will be
withheld u pon request.
l etters may be hand written
and left in the Inkwell box
outside of the office or given

to any staff member,
The Inkwell is under no
obligation to print every letter
received. All letters become
the
property
of
the
newspaper. The Inkwell
reserves the right to edit for
clarity and space limitations
without changing the author's
intent,
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Hindu Kush, the Indian sub
continent. It jumped the Dar
danelles and the Strait ot
Gibraltar. It lapped the shores
of the Phillipines and the
banks of the Danube. And it
crested on the passes of the
Pyrenees.
Islam was a chain reaction.
It offered a quick and violent
means to obtain power and
promised heaven as well as
earthly rewards for being
rapacious. Petty kings suc
cumbed to hungry princes or
cast their lot with the new
religion and each carried the
word to his neighbor on the
wildest dreams. The lives of a
point of his sword.
few
godless American s matter
In overrunning so great an
little to him. American actions
area, Islamic rulers found
in the recent past cause him no
themselves the possessors of
discomfort. He does not fear
great libraries, kingdoms with
that he has grasped the tiger by
long histories of learning,
the tail. At worst he may feel
civilizations that were old
he has the tail of a worm in his
when Moses was learning to
write. With so much to draw
hand.
upon,
Islamic
cultures
No, he does not understand
bloomed for a brief time.
diplomacy. He has no patience
But once the conquered
for it. He does not understand
areas began to absorb and
democracy and would
be
distort
the
eonquerers,
horrified if h e did. It would be
divisions and demarcations
the last thing he would want in
began that continue to this
Iran. He does understand
day. Much is sai d in the news
power. He knows how to get
about the Brotherhood of
it. He knows how to keep it.
Islam, but the truth is that
And he knows how to use it.
I hey can't even get together
By comparison,'we are as
long enough to clear the Jews
lambs before the wolf. No one
from Palestine. The only thing
in Washington seems to un
they all agree on is an old
derstand Khomeini's form of
desert philosophy — far older
power and no one in authority
than Islam — and that is,
in Washington seems to un
"Take a stranger for all he is
worth."
A stranger may find protec
tion in the rigid law of
hospitality with one Arab, but
Dear Editor,
that Arab will s end one of his
It's a shame that
a
tribe to his neighbor to warn
newspaper as promising as
of the stranger's approach so
The Inkwell would be reduced
that the second Arab may
to printing something like the
profit where
the first one
Letter to the Editor in your
could not.
Jan. 30, 1980 edition. It's un
So here we are at the end of
derstandable that a newspaper
the 20th century A.D. (our
should
print
opposing
time) and at the beginning of
opinions, but slandering a per
the 15th century A.H. (their
son s good name is inex
time). In a power play as old
cusable! The Geechee fell due
as
time,
an
"Islamic
to the students apathy and
Revolutionary" has over
they h ave no one to blame but
thrown an existing govern
themselves. Sandra Turnquist
ment of authoritative rule to
did not get the money from the
establish his own authoritative
book and each student who
rule.
bought a book was given a full
Playing upon natural resent
refund. At least Sandra tried
ment toward outsiders and
to add a special something to
religious fervor, he has let his
the students college years at
nation to the brink of war for
A.S.C. and perhaps if the
a very simple reason: The
writer of this letter had spent
Ayatollah,
Ruhollah
his/her time doing layouts for
Khomeini, wants to get his
uM? n n u a ' r a t ^ e r than writing
hands on the wealth and per
childish
letters we may have
son of the former Shah and his
had
an
annual
this year
family. First, to enrich himself
or his associates; second, to
Dear Editor, B r c n d a
destroy and hope of a
A newspaper and an annual
restoration of the monarchy
by killing the Shah and his are two of the most notable
things that a college have to
seed. Very traditional, don't
promote school participation.
you know.

derstand American power or
know how to use it.
Perhaps it is time that we
began to exploit our power.
There is no lack of ex
ploitation in the Soviet Union.
Russian tanks make a parking
lot of Afghanistan, Russian
arms hold all of old IndoChina, and Russian troops
train Cubans to export
revolution to Africa, South
America,
and
Central
America.
Meanwhile, we piss away
time we should be using to
form an alliance with China
and we throw away old allian
ces because they are too
repressive, not democratic
enough to suit us.
But
what
replaces a
repressive regime? Another
repressive regime.
Maybe we should quit
pussyfooting around and take
Iran or any other area that has
what we need while we have
the power to do it.
You see, there is an
historical imperative: If you
have power, you must use it or
you will surely lose it. In any
event, you lose anyway when
something more powerful
arises.
Power is the name of the
game. Khomeini knows it, he
knows us, and that is w hy he
has placed his bets the way he
has. Now it is o ur turn to raise
or call and play the game to
the finish.

Letters To The Editor

Khomeini knows the stakes
of the game he plays. It is ab
solute power. It is lif e for him
and his heirs as soon as the last
Pah la vi l s dead. It is wealth
eyond the goatherder's

staff ° H A p r e v i o u s annual
fnr h A 1 h a v e n e v e r worked
for the Geechee) I know that it
t e a c h e l ° ^ S t U d e n t S 3 1 1d
W
stren th
emotional
toS t 0 m e e t d e ad!ines and
to make a good annual. I a m

sure that likewise conditions
exist (sic) for a newspaper.
If a newspaper or an annual
fails it is because of several
persons and- for several
reasons. The blaim (sic) can
not be placed on one person.
The point of my letter is that
the Geechee staff and their
editor have been very insulted
by the numerous articles and
letters published by your staff.
Reporting the loss of our an
nual and the details surroun
ding it is one thing, but you
have gone too far. The Ink
well's la st letter was sarcastic
and rang of slander. Also in
publishing the letter you broke
your own letter policy.
I and many others are appauled (sic) by such articles
which represent sloppy, not to
say tasteless, reporting. I must
say that I believe you could be
doing a better job as editor.
Your job is to edit material so
that our paper may never carry
a bad name. Please for the
sake of our future papers,
make a move in the right direc
tion by printing a retraction of
your last letter along with a
ormal apology to the entire
Geechee staff in your next
issue.
Sincerly, (sic)
Michelle Borrett
' Continued on page 3)
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Shelia Hopkins, 18 - History:

I don't think it should be
reinstituted for anyone at this
point. And women should not
be drafted at all.
77
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Joel Caplan, 24 - Pre Med:
7/'s alright with me as long

as they draft men and women.
And secondly, if it comes
down to getting drafted, I'll
join the Navy and get com- ^ ^
missioned as a photographer, y 7

UKK, KIPm Iff
APAOWSDW?
EfWeRWroR
wuttwmxtf www
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MMW
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I don't think women should
drafted because even
though women want equal
rights that shouldn't be one of
them. It's a man's right to
fight the war. It's not for ^ &
ladies.
' ^

66 be

/ aw against it from a
pacifistic simplistic point oj
v/evv. / am just against it.
y y

How do you feel about
the reiustitution of the
registration for the draft?
David Dorondo, 22- History:

the current situation,
66 I Given
don't think that a rein-

stitution of the draft is going
to alleviate in the short term
the problem facing the U. S. in
its relations with the Soviet
Union. There is a potential for
the Soviet Union to interpret
the reinstitution of the draft as
an overly beligerent response
to its action in Afghanistan.
It's nevertheless important for
the Soviet Union to un
derstand that the U.S. is deter
mined to protect what is per
ceives to be its vital interest.
And although I don't agree
with the reinstitution of the
draft, I feel it might be
necessary for the Soviet Union
to realize that the U. S. will call
out to protect it's vital in
terest.

Jody Douglas, 20 - Computer
Science:

Brenda Wiley, 19 - Psychology

Lanie Lanier, 27 - Music:

far as the draft goes if a
66 warAsbroke
out, I'd go fight for

the country. There's no place
on the fighting lines for
women, however, I think there
are some essential duties
women can perform to aid the
war effort.
y y

99

Letter To The Editor
From Page 2

Dear Ms. Williams and
Ms. Borrett,
As an editor of a college
newspaper I recognize how
disunity in a staff can cause a
downfall in a publication such
as the Geechee. However, I
recognize that as the editor it is
my sole responsibility to
publish a paper dispite any
mishaps, temperments, or
problems which could (and of
ten do) occur.
The Inkwell wrote 2
editorials reporting
the
problems in the Geechee and
published o ne letter written to
the paper concerning one of
those articles. Therefore, 1
hesitate to agree that the Ink
well has devoted too much
time and space to the Geechee

delemma. Truth often is not
seen as such by pregudreed
readers, as well as writers.
This is the reason the editorials
were given by lines.
My deepest regret, however,
is over publishing the annonymous letter in the tot
issue. The letter did indeed
break a letter policy which was
developed after much thought
and discussion. Hopefully
Sandra Turnquist or anyother
»v r.eechee "staff members
were
offended by ,ha,
£"«r in the Jan. 30th issue
However, I apologize onlyfor
the letter and want to assure
you that any news concermng
future Geechee attempts at
publication will bejufc^

INTERESTED

ATTENTION

IN JOINING THE

A.S.C. Students and Faculty

KARATE CLUB?
Call or See
Coach Bedwell
in the
Intramural D ept.
927-5339

LOW COST AUTO, HEALTH, AND
LIFE INSURANCE

Contact

DeWayne Hamilton
or

Chuck Burke
925-9402

200-D Montgomery Crossroads

Coming Attraction...

Masquers Perform
by Shelia Hopkins

Rehearsals have begun for
the next Masquers production
under the direction of Dr.
John
Suchower.
The
Masquers will be presenting
"Absurd Person Singular" by
Alan Ayckbourne February 27
through March 1. Tickets are
free of charge to all ASC
students and faculty, and are
available to the general public
for a small charge.
Alan Ayckbourn is an in
ternationally known British
playwright. In this country
many of his works have been
produced in New York
theatres, but no films have
been made as of yet. Dr.

Suchower describes Ayck
bourne as a "British Neil
Simon." He says
Ayckbourne's style is a bit tougher
than Simon's in that he
doesn't use comedy simply for
the sake of laughs. Ayck
bourne uses satire to attack
many institutions in his play.
It would not be presumptuous
of me to call Ayckbourne a
"modern Moliere."
"Absurd Person Singular"is
the second Masquers presen
tation this school year. "The
Silver Cord" by Sidney
Howard was to be presented
this quarter, but unforeseen
circumstances forced its can
cellation. Plans are being

In "Absurd Person Singular"
finalized now for the spring
quarter presentation, Casifan
tutte, an opera by Mozart.
"Cosifantutte", or "Women
Are Like Thaf'will be done
with the assistance of the Fine
Arts Department.The opera
will be in English, and anyone
who is interested in par
ticipating should contact Dr.
Suchower. Rehearsals will
begin spring quarter.
Dr. Suchower believes many
ASC students do not realize
that anyone who is interested
can audition for a Masquers
play. "Many students get in
volved with drama in high
school, and they just drop it

when they get to college. There
are
not
nearly
enough
auditioners coming out tor tne
plays, and it is hard to keep
from miscasting a play. Eacn
Masquer play begins rehearsal
early in the quarter, and it is
usually presented before exam
week.
"Absurd
Person
Singular" is being rehearsed
four nights a week, and
technical work is being done
two nights. Dr. Suchower has
stated that he realizes it is very
difficult for college students to
keep up with their studies and
participate in extra curricular
activities too. He tries to
arrange Masquer rehearsals in
such a way that the entire cast
does not have to be present at
each rehearsal. This way the
cast members will have more
time available to study.
One cast member will not
have to worry about studying.
Dr. Bill Easterling has the role
of Ronald, a middle aged
banker. Dr. Easterling was
very
enthusiastic
about
working in a Masquers play.
He said "I am very excited
about this play. Dr. Suchower
is really good. He has taught
me a lot about acting."
It takes quite a bit of money
to produce a masquers play,
and this money comes from
the activity fees each student
pays at the beginning of each
quarter. This fact in itself
should make the student want
to come out and see what his
money is paying for. Students
can also pick up a corn-

ie
is kegger
time
Kem Distributing
Company, Inc.
Who|Ma|, Distributors
621 *"• Liberty Stroet
Phono 233-1176
Savannah, Goorgia

charge if he wants to bring a
date. Dr. Suchower has said
that the hardest group to
generate interest in is the
general community. "The
newspapers draw much more
interest than posters on
grocery store windows do. The
only problem is the fact that
the local newspapers will give
the arts only minimal at
tention, if any." Generating
interest is a problem, but
money is an even bigger one.
The Masquers do not get
any tax money from the state.
The entire budget is based on a
percentage received from
student activity fees. Dr.
Suchower has stated that there
is a rather puritanical law that
prohibits tax money from
being used for any type of ac
tivity labeled entertainment.
However, many cities have
more or less ignored this law
and have set up foundations to
support cultural activities with
tax money. These foundations
have been very successful so
far. Perhaps Savannah will
recover from its chronic
apathy and follow suit.
When asked if he had any
plans for acting in future
plays, Dr. Suchower had this
to say: "I have no immediate
plans to act in future plays. He
would like to, but acting and
directing both require total
devotion. It is very hard to do
both at the same time, so I had
to choose between the two."
With that, Armstrong may
have lost a great actor, and
gained a great director.

•i.Jf)
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Congratulations
to

A Ipha
Gamma Delta
for being the only
women's fraternity
on campus to reach
chapter total(41 sisters).

Quality+Quantity

AGB

Page 6

Greek News To Use

WomfheHeightsOfMt Olympus
Alpha G am

ball, bowling, and badminton.
In a continued success the
fraternity put a majority into
the Armstrong All-Star flag
football team. The All-Star
team represented Armstrong
at the national flag football
champions held in New
Orleans this past December.
The team placed nineth
overall.
In the winter quarter the
fraternity has been doing an
adequate job in basketball and
soccer. The fraternity boost
two basketball teams, one on
the rough an tough Maroon
Leage and the other on the
semi-tough Blue League. Pikes
finally opened their soccer
season with an impressive vic
tory over the Thetas.
Also in the lineup, the
fraternity sponsored the Ar
mstrong Homecoming Queen,
Debra Hendrix. Debra is a
ASC Cheerleader and is a
member in the little sister
organization. Congratulations
Debra!
The Pikes have decided to'
make .plans for the residence
here on Armstrong's Campus.
The president, Chip Cail, con
sulted Armstrong president,
Dr.. Ashmore, on the details
for the land. Ashmore said
that the regents must approve
it, and the chances look good.

by Susan Cole
Well, Homecoming has
come and gone for another
year at ASC. We won the
Spirit Plaque for exhibiting
the most enthusiasm and sup
port during Homecoming
Week. Our congratulations to
Deborah Hendrix for being
crowned Homecoming Queen.
Alpha Gam is happy to an
nounce that $250.00 was
collected from our game with
the WSGA Boogie Bouncers.
This money was given for use
by the Chatham A ssociation
of Retarded Citizens. We will
also be collecting for the Heart
Fund. Any contribution you
give will be greatly ap
preciated.
A rush party was held in the
sorority room on January 30.
Two days later we pledged
Cindy Page, Judy Richburg,
and Angela Jones.
Our biggest, announcement
is we have reached our chapter
total! Our total was set for 41
girls and this is our present
amount of active girls Alpha
Gamma Delta is the only
organization on the Ar
mstrong Campus to do this.
However, we believe in qua lity
more than quantity! We have
been selective in choosing girls
for membership. Alpha Gams
are active in every phase of
college life from sports to Pi Kapp a Phi
beauty pageants to student
by Robert Tucker
government offices. We are all
proud to be members of such
The brothers of Gamma
an active organization.
Sigma chapter of Pi Kappa
Phi welcomed the Winter
Quarter 1980 pledges in
Pike
ceremonies on Jan. 20 and
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity Feb. 3. They are: Jim Aliffi,
started its intramural program Jr., John Hancock, Bob
with a big success in the fall Jarriel, and C. Ernest Leggett,
quarter
by
taking Jr.
organizational wins in foot
Congratulations to brother

Steven Knapp and the entire
CUB Film Video Committee
for a job well done with the
movie "Gone With The
Wind." The event on Feb. 1
represented a milestone for
Armstrong, for it was the first
time in years (or at least in
anyone's memory) that a film
had sold out!
Pi Kappa Phi placed first in
the Civil War Trivia Contest,
held Jan. 31 as part of
Homecoming Week festivities.
The team members were Craig
Bell, David Gaskin, Bob
Jarriel, and Robert Tucker.
Belated recognition goes out
to our executive officers who
took office in December. They
are Victor Long, Archon;
David Purvis, Vice-Archon;
Kennon Dearing, Treasurer;
Daniel J. Brown, Secretary;
Steven Knapp, Warden; Dee
Bowers, Historian; and Tony
Cela, Chaplain.
The brothers are looking
forward to a social mixer with
Alpha Gamma Delta frater
nity on Feb. 23 and wish to
congratulate them on reaching
their chapter total goal of 41
girls.

Sigma Kappa
by
The Sigma Kappa sisters
and pledges have been busy
since the last Inkwell ap
peared. Firstly, Sisters Mary
Gene Murphy, Josie Murphy
and Jenny Buchheit, along
with an independent friend
Shelly Mitchell participated in
the Civil War Trivia Contest.
Unfortunately, the Pi Kappa
Phi CW buffs proved too
much
for
the sisters.
Congratulations
to
the
brothers, on the team for a job

to thank Kem Distributing
well done!
Company
for the party they
The sisters and pledges
would like to congratulate the gave us last Saturday night.
winners in the homecoming All the fraternities and
queen contest and thank sororities enjoyed socializing
Cathy Ellis, a Sigma Kappa, — not to mention good beer
and food!
for respresenting the sorority.
Thanks again!
All the sisters and pledges
would like to congratulate Phi M u
Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority
by Karen Meinert
for winning the Spirit Award
We
would
like
to
and reaching sorority quota. congratulate all the winners in
Best wishes to all of them!
the homecoming court and
Sister Susie Johnson, in especially Connie Roughen for
charge of philanthropy, is winning first runner-up. We
reorganizing our genentology
are all proud of her. Also
program with the kind help of
during
the
homecoming
Sister Cahterine Moore of the
festivities Phi Mu received the
Social
Apostulate.
The
best banner award and a threesorority has plans in the
way tie for the best float.
making
of
"adopting"
Another congratulations goes
sorority grandparents as well
to Kathy Estus for portraying
as visiting Senior Citizens who
Vivian Leigh the best, in the
are too ill to leave their homes..
look-a-like contest during in
The sisters and pledges wish
to welcome Jerry Choisert termission of "Gone With The
who was pledged yesterday Wind." During homecoming
evening during the meeting. week "Phi Mu presented the
Pledge classes began last week players with spirit bags Mon
and pledge, projects are day afternoon and cupcakes
with their numbers on. them
already in the making.
Friday
afternoon.
Our local chapter of S.K.
Once
again Phi Mu's wash
has joined with the U. of Ga.'s
Chapter in collecting empty board band has been asked to
cigarette packages to enable a perform. This time they will be
young boy to remain on a kid traveling to the DeSoto Hilton
ney machine, The project to play for the Furniture Con
began when several sisters vention in March.
spent the weekend at U. of
Ga.'s Sigma K. house last
November. Since then Sister
Madeline Pinckney has been
sending cigarette packages
weekly and, in her words,
a future
"doesn't want to see another
you'll
probably
cigarette package ever again."
However, the project is con
tinuing so please donate any
empty packs to the sorority.
We'll appreciate all your help!
Finally, the sorority wishes

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN—AGES 18 +
the Savannah Girl Seoul council is now luring staff for resident summer
camp. June 18-July 23. Men and women over the age of 18 are invited to appTHE CAMP:
Ca^ k°WSavannah- 15 lo«ted on a 300-acre, wooded island, sur
rounded by salt marshland and teeming with wildlife . . . deer raccoons
squirrels, possum and colorful birds.
'

Self-governed groups of girls, ages 7-17, are housed with peers in 3 units of
platform tents and I unit of cabins. Staff are housed in separate cabins &
tents. Camp also has a library, trading post, infirmary, a well-equipped kit
3 l<Xige/d'mng hal1' a 61a"c

QUALIFICATIONS:
Must like kids
Must enjoy being outdoors
Specific skills are helpful but not necessarv (i
photography, archery,'camp cra^t "rT. d ama
nature study, etc.
JOBS AVAILABLE:
Unit Counselors
Junior Counselors
Program Consultants
Nurse/LPN
SALARIES:
:

-OJCO:
•nR rated,ratWkinky tal*of aurvtvai

swimming p'ool dockt

••O OMT AOiwrrsjj

~t.es,
creative writing.

Wide range of salaries dependent
on experience & qualifications
Hiring begins immediately, so
mnIUphSa''annah
Council Inc 'po°^ ymgT'™' u'r™
31412. Phone (912) 236-1571
389, Savannah, Ga.

„

A r. i° IH centu*VFOX PRESENTS
^ALpH BAKSHI FILM

IMHTCS

Written, Produced and Directed by

MARCH 7TH - JENKINS HALL

7:00 p.m.

RALPH BAKSHI

us.c Composed and Conducted by ANDREW BELLING
Color by I)e Luxe*

$1 Non-Students
C1977 Tw#n»,eth C»r»tury.f0ii

MARCH 7TH — JENKINS HALL
7:00 p.m.
50SLU?„ENTf

Non-Students
Be there for a great show!

m.
•50 Students

Homecoming 1980
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A Gaze At Dixie Daze

foJUT,: iijrf ~mgg

Homecoming permeated campus life Jan.
30th thro ugh Feb. 2 here at Armstrong State
College. Below are a few of the many events
which took place.

'-»•

V J

Gone With The Wind Draws Record Crowd

* m !

Pictured above Debbie Black, 2nd Runnerup, Debbie Hendrix,
Homecoming Queen and Connie Roughen, 1st Runnerup.

Sororities Make Signs For Big Homecoming
Game

Debra Hendrix of Pike's Little Sisters
Crowned During Half Time.

Sidewalk Artists At Work

Through a child's eyes...

Self Study

Accreditation Offered
by Andrea Mitchell
Wondering why none of
your professors aren't in their
offices lately? Well, they're
probably taking part in Ar
mstrong's Institutional SelfStudy. This self study is like an
"examination" of the various
departments here at Ar
mstrong.
After a college is accredited
it must be reaffirmed after 5
years. Thereafter, at every 10
year intervals, accreditation
must be sought. But before a
visiting committee comes to
decide on accreditation, the
college takes on a self-study to
decide if its ready. This is just
what Armstrong is preparing
to do.
Armstrong was first ac
credited in 1966. The 5-year
interval occurred in 1971, therfore the first 10 year interval
occurs in 1981. In order to
ready for the visiting com
mittee, or the committee that
decides o n reaccreditation, the
study is beginning now. Dr.
Richard S ummerville, head ot
the Math Department, is
chairman of the self-study.
The study is d one to aid the
Southern Association o
Schools and Colleges. This
association decides whether or

Each category is assigned a
not the college receives a re
committee. This committee is
affirmation of accreditation.
The study is outlined in a made up of faculty members,
booklet provided by the one student, and one alumni.
association. The outline is The students are chosen by the
Student Government and the
made up of eleven categories
or standards each of which has head of the alumni association
chooses the alumni represen
several pages of questions that
tative. The biggest problem is
must be answered. The eleven
that the student representative
catagories cover all areas of
the college. These are the areas must be a freshman or a
sophomore, otherwise they
which must be up to standard
would graduate before the
in order for accreditation. The
study was complete. Each
categories are as follows: Pur"
committee goes through its
poses (the college's goals and
standard outline and lists sour
the changing programs of
ces. These sources will give the
education
provided),
answers to the questions asked
organization
and
ad
in the outline. For example: at
ministration (how the college
least ten out of the eleven
runs and who runs it).
categories will have a question
Education Program, financial
that can only be answered by
concerns (where, how, and on
the students. The committees
what money is spent), faculity
submit their requests for in
(strength, how decisions on
formation
to the
12th
tenure
are
made,
ho.
"special" committee. This
evaluations work. This is
committee then organizes the
where our student evaluations requests by a common source,
come into use) library (ef and puts it in one question
fectiveness, how many books,
naire. The questionnaire is
equipment), student develop
then given to the various sour
mental services <st"den*
ces and gets answers to their
tivities, intramural sports),
questions. This tremendous
physical resources (grounds,
job has been taken on by Mr.
buildings, lab equipment),
Jerry Sandy.
special activities ( community
services), Graduate Program,
(Continued on page 12)
and research.

VALENTINE'S DAY
by J. J. Kwak
6th grade Heard Elementary School

Valentine's Day means incredible joy,
Of course, all t he time for every girl and boy!
We have a heart,
To have joy as a part,
With a very new good start!
We laugh and play,
If that's all we can say,
To love as all we m ay,
We should care and know,
With our love to show,
Always on Valentines Day!

EVERGREEN
M CAT-DAT R eview Course
Take the course individually in
Atlanta in 3 to 5 days.
P.O. Box 77034
Atlanta, GA 3 0309
Phone (404) 874-2454
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Win valuable prizes foryourorganization.
All you do is collect empty Miller bottles

(5 pts. per pound) and cans (100 pts. per
Lucas Brings Back Memories
by Karen Ward
London broil. The menu also
Strolling through the down
features a number of salads,
town parks and past old
such as the "Lucas salad"
familiar buildings brings back
which consists of three types
happy memories for many
of lettuce, pepers, olives, ar
Savannahians, and at first
tichokes and other ingredients.
glance, some of the old
Mr. Adler feels that the
buildings seem to have
general reaction
to his
changed very little. Such is the
restaurant has been good, and
case when walking past the old
he has not found it necessary
Lucas Theater, but wait, look
to advertise extensively. He
again. It's now the Lucas
relies instead upon "inhouse
Cafe, and though outside ap
promotion" such as the two
pearances may be deceptive,
for one drink chip that can be
the inside has ta ken on quite a
obtained during happy hours,
new look.
Mon. thru Fri., from 4:00 to
When peering through the 7:00.
tall pane glass windows that
"Our customers come from
line the front of the cafe, one
notices that the old concession all walks of live," says Mr.
Adler, and they range in age
stand has been converted into
from the "young college
a bar complete with brass
student" to the elderly. When
footrail, and the lobby area is
asked if the change in the legal
furnished with white wooden
age fr om 18 to 21 th at is being
chairs and tables. The walls
considered by the Georgia
are decorated with posters
Legislature would have any ef
from old movies, and to add
fect on his business if it were
to the nostalgic atmosphere,
photos of past stars such as
to be adopted, Mr. Adler com
Judy Garland, Clark Gable
mented "I can't say whether
and the Marx Brothers line the
or not it would hurt my
wall near the bar.
business. It's not the way to
There are more changes to
solve the problem," he added.
come according to Lucas
"The problem can best be
Manager, Mr. Larry Adler.
tackled by educating students
There are no immediate plans in the high schools on the do's
for the old balcony, but the ac and don'ts of drinking." Mr.
tual eating area is to be ex
Adler also stated that about
panded, and the remaining
thirty percent of his employees
seating area is to be converted are between the ages of
into a dance floor. The stage eighteen and twenty-one.
will also be renovated,
The cafe serves food from
therefore, Mr. Adler hopes to
11:00 a.m. until 11:00 p.m.,
provide dancing and en
with the bar closing later'.
tertainment for his patrons
Located
on Abercorn just past
within ninety days.
Broughton Street, it adds a
Lucas specialties include
touch of nostalgia to dining
Canadian baby backribs and out.
6

pound) and receive a coupon for the
points earned. The top point earning or
ganizations will win their choice of many
valuable prizes.
Any campus group is eligible...
No purchase necessary. Enter today!
For further information contact your
campus rep today.

Campus Representative: LYNN GERINER
Telephone: 355-0897

Kem Distributing Co
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Serving Delicious Sandwiches
11 A.M. to 2 A.M.
Sunday 5 P.M. - 12:00
Enjoy your favorite cocktail & a large
selection of tasty sandwiches
Enjoy Backgammon 8c Billards

'Malone's Roast Beef Sandwich 'Malone's Rueben
•Malone's Corned Beef on Rye 'Border Style Hot Do g

Take Outs & W e Deliver!

233-2418

UPPER FACTORS WALK

MBOHES
310 WILLIAMSON STREET

Big Concerts Can Means Big Woes
The U. of Bridgeport lost
$10,000 this fall on a
McGuinn, Clark and Hillman
concert. At the U. of Virginia,

a Chuck Mangione perfor
mance resulted in a $4,000
loss, bringing that school's
concert losses to $23,000 for

Concerts featuring big
names such as the Jefferson
Starship, the Ozark Mountain
Daredevils, Peter Frampton
and others have also failed to
attract large crowds and in
some instances, have been
cancelled for lack o f interest.
Those familiar with the col
lege concert scene say
economic hard times and a
decline
in popularity of live
stuff.
concerts have made booking
So, if this is year number artists on campus a risky
business. But, they emphasize,
one for you.
Then it goes without saying it is still possible t o successful
ly attract quality entertain
that you are new.
And you are having a hard ment w ithout going broke.
Barbara Hubbard, director
time finding your way around.
of
special events at New Mex
Like I did when I first ap
ico State U., says inflation has
peared upon the grounds.
made concert-goers more
Once I went to a cla ssroom selective while increasing the
popularity of participatory
that was as big as can be.
events.
She advises college
With no other students in it,
booking groups to space c on
no thats right, just me.
I was in the wrong building certs out more and advertise
well in adva nce. If colleges are
and regretted that mistake.
You see some teachers don't willing to simply break even
on performances of top ar
like you to come in late.
tists, they may be able to at
Well class is almost over and tract promoters willing to bear
concert costs for a hefty profit
I a m through.
I d id not insult the teachers percentage, she adds.
Concert choices must be
as I would like to do.
made cautiously, warns Mike
But then of course if I do
I might be here with them, Clark of Friends Productions
in Dallas. "Kids will see
God forbid, until 1992.
groups that are very hot, no
by Michael Hancock

the year. At Pacific Lutheran
U., 80 people showed up for a
Chi Coltrane concert, that lost
nearly $3,000.

Creative Corner
As I sit in class and look at
these souls.
That one is ugly and another
is picking her nose.
There is a student in the cor
ner who is falling asleep.
The teacher said a bad word
that we must delete.
As I sit here and ponder and
wonder what shall I do
We are given more
homework that appears to be
new.
This teacher stinks, I m up
in a roar.
It's not so bad its that he s
such a bo or.
In teachers we have the
bionic redneck Jrom Ten
nessee.
He's a good teacher, but
hard as can be.
Then there is the teacher
who gets involved with his
work.
I don't think he's all that

much of a jerk.
Oh there are some teachers I
would never have.
And I of course would not
even feel sad.
There are some teachers that
I would like to get.
But there is no need in
throwing a fit.
We have teachers who ride
bikes and run,
Also teachers who are smart
and a lot of fun.
We have teachers who walk
with their noses up high.
And some who appear to be
continuously admiring the
sky.
We've got

teachers who

need are
who have looks.
Speaking of teacher
had enough.
,, ,hnt
I'm tired of learning

matter what it costs, it's the
ones that aren't so hot
anymore or the new groups
that are hurting."
Clark and Phil Lobel of
Feyline Presents Inc., of Col
orado, say one solution is to
book performers into smaller
houses and schedule two
shows, thus satisfying the ego
of an artist who doesn't want
to face a half-empty house.
The two agree the college
market isn't as lucrative for
promoters as it once was, add
ing that college concert spon
sors are often too concerned
about profits or unwilling to
furnish reliable manpower.
Escalating production
costs and scheduling conflicts
have driven many promoters
to acquire their own concert
halls, Lobel says. For pro
moters to be drawn into the
college market now, the two
promoters agree, they must be
given an economically attrac
tive deal. This is possible,
because colleges can be flexi
ble on hall booking charges,
they say.
Lobel, a former college con
cert booker himself, says in to
day's music market, college
bookers need to be content
"to make a little less money
and still have quality acts on
campus."
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Inkwell Inkspots
l.D. Photo Session —
11:30-1:30 and 5:30-6:30
M.C.C. Lobby.

Placement
Interviews
For seniors and alumni the
Placement Office has schedul
ed on-campus recruiting visits
by business firms, government
agencies, and educational
agencies, and professional and
graduate schools. Seniors who
have not established place
ment files
consisting of a
an j faculn
employer recommendaiions
should do so this Quarter. The
Counseling and Placement Of
fice is also available for career
counseling, occupational/job
information and additional
job opportunities.
Interviews are generally held
by appointment and it is essen
tial that appointments be
made at least one week in ad
vance of the interview date.
Schedule appointments at the
Counseling and Placement Of
fice, Room 5, Administration
Building.
February 15 — Federated
Insurance
February 20 — Beaufort
County School System
February 28 — Nursing
CAREER DAY

NIOS Plans
Underway
Area Media Representatives
attended a Night in Old Savan
nah Press Party/Food Tasting
on Wednesday to sample
ctlssic foods planned for the
1980 festival and to hear
preliminary ideas for expan
sion of entertainment.
According to festival cochairman, Marilyn Buck,
"This year's Night in Old
Savannah promises to be more
exciting and colorful than
ever."
Seven new foods will be
added — Sweet and Sour
Pork, Samosas, Sausage
Rolls, Irish Paddy's Pub
Popovers, Inihaw Na Baboy,

Leche Flan and Honey-dipped
Chicken.
Children's activities for
Saturday afternoon will be
greatly expanded. Festivities
will begin at 3:30 p.m. with a
World Friendship Parade and
continue throughout the after
noon with entertainment
designed especially for
youngsters. Puppet shows,
ethnic games and dances,
magicians, marching bands,
pantomine, arts and crafts,
sports and dance exhibitions,
and clown face painting are
being considered as additions
to the popular Pirates' Alley.
The Preservation Hall Jazz
Band will again present Main
Stage entertrainment and will
be joined by an impressive
selection of local and regional
talent. Visitors should look for
changes in the Morrison's
show, new types of musical
groups and more ethnic par
ticipation. Better programm
ing will provide a constant
flow of entertainment around
the square.
Refinements in the site plan
will allow for better utilization
of existing space, and site
decorations will be more col
orful, with changes in booth
designs and better lighting
provided in the square.
Co-chairman Buck reported
that net profits for last year's
festival were $46,300 after
$188,000 in operating expenses
were paid. $11,300 of this pro
fit was distributed to the more
than 25 organizations that par
ticipated in 1979, with the re
maining $35,(XX) going to the
Savannah Girl Scout Council,
sponsors of the annual event.
Groups will retain 40% of
their net profits in 1980, an in
crease of 10% over last year.
Night in Old Savannah will
be held on April 24, 25 and 26
in Johnson Square. Admission
will be $3.50 for adults and $1
for children, 12 years and
under. Tickets will be
available at the gate on festival
nights, at distribution point"
around Savannah beginninj
April 1, and from the Savan
nah Girl Scout Council, P.O.

Mixed Nuts
by David Dorondo
NASA is currently develop
ing a backpack to propel
astronauts thru space at
17,000 mph!
• • •

Astro-Burial, Ltd. of
Nevada will provide you a
space-shuttle funeral for
$3,000.

weigh up to 80 pounds.
• • •

A woodpecker's beak hits
it's target at approximately
1,300 mph.
• • •

New watermelon-seedspitting distance record: 48
feet 2 inches.

• * *

The giant squid has eyes the
size of basketballs.
• • •

The Colorado
River
squawfish, a minnow, can

Today s Quote: "Injuries
caused by the cold include all
those due to lack of warmth."
~ International Civil Defense
Organization.

Stipends
Box

9389,

Savannah,

Ga.

31412.
Contact: Barbara Harrison,
Night in Old Savannah, (912)
236-1571.

Toothbrush
Exchange
Attention ASC students,
faculty and staff! The Dental
Hygiene Department is having
a toothbrush trade-in on Feb.
20 & 21, from 10:30 to 2:30 at
the Memorial College Center.
Bring in your old toothbrush
and trade it for a new one!
ASC ID is required.

From The
Cafeteria
Berge Voskerchian of TDS
Food Service, on behalf of his
staff, wishes to thank the
students, faculty and staff of
Armstrong State College for
their support and patronage.

Available At Go. Tech

.
a,,
ATLANTA — Stipends of
$1,000 will be available for
college chemistry students bet
ween their junior and senior
years for research this summer
at the Georgia Institute of

Technology.
The stipends were made
available by a $19,500 grant
from the National Science
Foundation to Tech s School
of Chemistry. All areas of

rhemistrv
chemistry will be studi
studied, in
cluding biochemistry and
nuclear chemistry.
Four students will be
selected from Georgia Tech
and six from schools in
Georgia and around the coun
try.
For more information con
tact Kent Barefield in Tech's
School of Chemistry at
404-894-4034.

Rooms Available For Rent
Near Armstrong
All electric kitchen, den, game room
For information call:
Vic 355-0409
John 355-5918 between 6-9 P.M.
Kennon 355-3042

Wreck Room Competition

Wanted
Lifeguard with valid lifesaving card to work in the
ASC Pool on Sundays, 2 to 5
p.m. Must be an ASC student
currently enrolled. Pool will
be closed on Sundays until a
lifeguard is employed.

Valentine's Day
Pot Sale
New kiln load of functional
pots, bowls, cups, tea pots,
plates, small vases, etc. (plus
continuing super-sale of
sculptured shapes) on Thurs
day, Feb. 14, from 10 a.m. to
2 p .m. in Noell Lemmen's of
fice (Fine Arts 126).
.

Pictured above are Jim Dugger (center) campus representative
for Pabst-Coastal Beveral presenting trophies to Michael Han
cock (2nd place winner) and John Mason (1st place winner) at
the conclusion of the ASC Eightball Tournament. Mason
defeated Hancock in the finals three games to one game. Check
»ui
out luimer
further acuon
action in tne
the Wreck
wreck room!

Athletic Department Financial Woes
happening for quite some
time" and added that he had
"said to coaches that he would
be monitoring expenses closely
this year in the hopes of stopp
ing the continued deficite."
A
sports
program,"
Ashmore said, "cannot con
tinuously be running over
budget such as the basketball
team has been doing. .
Ashmore further said that in
as much as the students are
paying Athletic Fees then thev
need to be aware of what is go
ing on. "The students need to
Play an active role in the deci
sion," the President said.
Ultimately, the program will
oe attected no matter what the
outcome will be when the final
decision is made this spring. In

From page 1
the meantime, students are ad
vised to make their opinions
known so, once the decision is

made, it will be a decision
made by the majority here at
A.S.C.

Budget
Expended or Encumbered

$51,422.00
62,735.71
(11,313.71)

Special Agency

7,198.00
(4,115.71)

Anticipated Travel Expense
Anticipated Recruiting

1,000.00
1,500.00
(6,615.71)

Due from Big A Season Tickets
NET LOSS

s

1,800.00
(4,815.71)

'Above |S ,be Mell-S Basketball
budget and the projected expenses
until the end of spring quarter.
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Winners Announced

EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES
LOcal

FULL-TIME
bank is seeking a full-time bank teller. Salary: $550.00 per

month.

* » *

Hilton Head H otel is seeking a Banquet house attendant and a
/waitress. Salary: House attendant: $3.25-$3.50 per hour
v , t Waiter/waitress: $5.00 per hour.
tar
to* '
* * *

liter

local firm is seeking an Engineering Administrator. Salary:
Range is from $12,700-$20,000 depending upon previous exPer'ence'
insurance company is seeking a Sales Development Clerk
(Secretary). S alary: $550-$600 per month.

Local wholesale company has an opening for a Warehouse
guperintendent/Trai nee.
4rea restaurant has openings in several areas.
700-10:00, Sundays off. Salary: Base plus tips.

In the Table Soccer competition last week, John Mason claimed first place while Billy Powell
claimed second place. The winners will advance to the University of South Florida in Tampa,
Florida February 14 through the 16th. This regional competition involves over 50 colleges from
Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Mississippi. The winners in this competition will advance to the
National Championship. Armstrong State College wishes to thank Pabst-Coastal Beverage for
their generosity in making this tournament a success.

Hours:

* * *

Management trainees needed at large department store.
* * *

Sales person ne eded for Savannah area. Must have mechanical
aptitude. Will train. Hours: Completely flexible, approximately

20hrs/week.

* * *

Local bank is seeking a Credit Department Secretary. Must be
able to take shorthand and type 50wpm. Salary: $675 per
month. H ours: 8:30-5PM, Monday thru Friday, no Sat.'s.

Smtrican Collegiate $oet£ Sntfjologp

• * •

International Publications

Babysitter needed. Hours: 3-11 PM weekdays. Location is in the
Wilmington Isla nd area. Salary: $25-$30 per week.

is sponsoring a

• * *

Area Mo tel see ks an Accountant/Comptroller. Salary is open.
• * *

Finance com pany is seeking management trainees. Hours: 40
hrs. p er week. S alary: $650 per month.

J=*attonaI College ^oetrp Contest
Spring Concours 1980
open to all college and university students desiring to have their poetry

* * *

PART-TIME
Area reco rd c ompany needs one Salesperson and one Assistant
Manager.

.

* * *

Waterbed company is seeking a person to load and unload
waterbeds. J ob involves assembling waterbeds, must have basic
knowledge of carpentry tools.
• * •

-

1

r A P U DDI7CC ...ill nn tn tho tnn fiup nnpm<;:

$100

$50

$25

First Place

Second Place

Third Pla ce

$15Fourth
$10Fif,h

AWAKUb OT Tree priming ior

•••— ^

r

handsomely bound and copyrighted anthology, AMERICAN COLLEGIATE

Sales clerks ne eded. Salary open, hours flexible.
* * *

P0ETS

Store in Ogl ethorpe Mall is seeking a part-time salesperson.

Deadline:

March 31

* * *

Local bank is seeking a part-time keypunch operator. Hours.
17PM-11PM. S alary: $3.25 per hour.
* * *

Sales and sto ck help needed. Hours: flexible.
• • *

Needed: Mag Card operators, Keypunch operator, Executive
Secretary, and stenographers. Salary and hours wi vary.
* * *

Office worker needed. Salary: $3.00 per hour. Hours.

evenings.
* * *

Local insurance company seeks salari"1c1"t(!rn^' wiek°rtUn
_ for continued employment. Salary: $100-$200 p

y

CONTEST RULES AND RESTRICTIONS:
~TT Any student is eligible to submit his verse.
2.
All entries must be original and unpublished.
3.
All entries must be typed, double-spaced, on one side of the page only.
Each poem must be on a separate sheet and must bear, in the upper lefthand corner, the NAME and ADDRESS of the student as well as the
COLLEGE attended. Put name and address on envelope also!
4
There are no restrictions on form or theme. Length of poems up to
fourteen lines. Each poem must have a separate title.
(Avoid "Untitled"!) Small black and white illustrations welcome.
5.
6

Local church is seeking a D'reCt0fr0,f, .^AM anT^XJPM
^eeknight for practice and Sundays for
services. Sal ary: $50 to start.
• • *

.

General Office Worker needed. Hours will vary. Salary.

7

Ptt hour.

Two delivery persons needed. Must have vahd dri

area.

Peed knowledge o f Savannah area, possib y

8

The judges' decision will be final. No info by phone!
Entrants should keep a copy of all entries as they cannot be returned.
Prize winners and all authors awarded free publication will be notified
immediately after deadline. LP. will retain first publication rights for
accepted poems. Foreign language poems welcome.
There is an initial one dollar registration fee for the first entry and a
fee of fifty cents for each additional poem. It is requested to submit
no more than ten poems per entrant.
All entries must be postmarked not later than the above deadline and
fees be paid, cash, check or money order, to:

For furth er information on these and

in the
check the bu lletin board opposite the Reg1
p.acement Office
Administration B uilding. The Counseling
djSCUSsing career
ls also available for students intereste
•
up a resume'
Plans, preparing a job-search campaign, or
,3^ advanN credential file. Please feel free to come b
•
in Room
% of the Placement and Career Development service
^ of the Adm inistration Building.

INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
P. O. Box 44927
Los Angeles, CA 90044
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Biographer To Speak At ASC Lecture
Biographer Virginia Spencer
Carr will be the featured
speaker for the Lucy B.
Trosdal Lecture at Armstrong
State College Friday, Feb. 22
at 12:30 p.m. in the
auditorium of the Human Ser
vices Bu ilding.
Ms. Carr's book, "The
Lonely Hunter: A Biography
of Carson McCullers," has
been reviewed and acclaimed
in some 300 newspapers and
journals across the country
since its publication in 1975.
More than seven years in the
making, her biography won
the Francis Butler Simkins
Prize as the "best first book in
Southern history."
Once that book was publish

Virginia S. Carr
Photo b> Maxine Brown

ed, Ms. Carr began research
on a new book which she calls
"Mr. Jack," a biography of
John Dos Pasos. She will soon
begin a biography of Ten
nessee Williams.
^
The subject of Ms. Carr's
lecture on Feb. 22 will be
"Response and Responsibili
ty: The Commitment of a
Biographer."
The lecture is free and the
public is invited to attend.
Ms. Carr will als o lecture to
the Poetry Society of Georgia
at 8:15 p .m. Feb. 21. Topic of
that lecture, to be held in the
conference room on the se
cond floor of the C&S/DeSoto
complex, will be "More than
'A Touch of the Poet': A

It Pays To Read The Inkwell
The Inkwell's Trivia Con
test was a great success. We
received some fantastic en
tries, but the winner was Billy
Walker who answered 17 ques
tions correctly. The $10.00
prize may be picked up
anytime after 11:30 in the Ink
well office. Now to satisfy
everyone's curiosity — the
answers are:

1. VN hal po em inspired the novel's
title?
2. How ma i n directors did the
movie actua ll> have? Na me (hem.
3 . H o w man> ma rriages did Scarlett
reallv have (in the novel)?
4. Ho w manv childr en did Scarlett
acluallv have ? Name th em.
5 . W hat was the names of Sc arlett's
sisters?
6 . In the mo vie, what wa s unusual
about the Ta relto n Twins?
7 . How old is Scarlett in the beginn
ing of the nov el?
8 . Ta ra was the O 'H a rh ' s home, but
what wa s the Wilkes Pl an tation call 
ed ?
9 . \ \ hat book did the women read
while wailing fo r the ret urn of their
men f rom the k u Mux Man meeting?

etc

1. Cy nara
2. Three, Georg Cukor,
Sam Wood, and Victor Flem
ing
3. Three

etc.

Ever wonder how those
campus security guards can
catch you for speeding when
their cars average no more
than 20 mph . . . etc . . . Ever
have one of those days when
everything you drop lands face
down in the rain — in a mud
puddle . . .? etc . . . One
reporter wonders how basket
ball players can study Algebra,
watch M*A*S*H and falk to
avid fans in the library all at
the same time . . . no wonder
they re
nicknamed
"Wonders" . . . etc . . . did
you ever have a teacher that
insisted o n calling you Mr. or
Ms. then insists that students
don't deserve respect . . . etc
. . have you heard about the
fraternity that got evicted so
many times that they aban
doned the idea of a house and
joined the hallowed sorority
halls of A.S.C. . . . don't
worry, though . . . a jock by

.

10. Th e novel pr od uced a characte r
w h o became Scarlett's bugg) dr iver.
W hat was h is n a m e ?
11. How manv pa ges do e s the novel
have?
12. W ha t was Marg ret Mitchell 's
married na me?
13. How large (in inches) was
Scar let t's waist ?
14. How much money did Khell bid
at the b a / a a r f o r a d a n c e with
Sc arlett?
15. W ha t was the n a me of the
" w o ma n of i l l - r ep ut e " whos e rel a
tionship with Kh ett was never reallv
ex plaine d?
16. h dd ie A nd er s o n, w h o played
Uncle Pe ter, was lat er kn own f o r
somethi ng else. W h a t was it?
17. W hat was t he n a me of the card
g am e that Scarle tt lov ed t o play?
18. W ha t g ift wa s given t o M a m my
by Scarlett and Khe tt, but wa s n ' t worn
till B onnie was b o r n?
19. W ha t year was th e book
pu blished? Whe n did the mo vie
pre miere?
20. Wha t sce nt did Scarl ett alway s
associ ate with her m o t h er ?

etc.

Did y ou hear
the one about...?

lr

v-

1

any other name . . . etc
did you ever feel li ke there's a

4. Three, Wade, Ella, and
Bonnie
5. Careen and Suellen
6. They weren't really twins
7. Sixteen
8. Twelve Oaks
9. Les Miserables in the
book; David Copperfield in
the movie
10. Archie
11. 1037 pages and/or a half
million words
12. Marsh (1st marriage was
Upshaw)
13. 17 inches
14. $150 dollars in g old
15. Belle Watling
16. His role as Rodchester
on "The Jack Benny Show"
17. Whist
18. A red silk petticoat
19. Book — June 30, 1936;
Movie — Dec. 16, 1939
20. Lemon Verbena
Stay tuned for more trivia
contests in the making!
Remember: It p ays to read the
Inkwell!

party going on and not only
did you miss it but you weren't
even invited . . . etc . . . aren't
you ever curious as to why so
many "world acclaimed
singers and bands come all the
way to ASC to play . . . etc
• • • h as anyone ever told you
that you act like John-Boy
Walton then you figured out
they'd have to watch it to
know . . . etc . . . ever notice
all the foreign professors that
teach American Political
Science . . . ever care . . . etc
• ever had a pencil that ran
out before the eraser . . . etc
• • . hear about the American
History teacher who com
plained about signing a lovalty
oath then makes you pledge
your papers . . . etc . . . ever
hear about the teacher who
told his class the only literary
geneis his students had was
found on the bathroom walls
• • • e tc . . .

i nnks at
at Her
Biographer Looks
Her SubSub
__ M cCullers, Dos Pasos
and Tennessee Williams."
Ms. Carr is a professor of
English at Columbus College
where she has taught since
1969 after completing her
Ph.D. at Florida State Univer
sity. Prior to that, she taught
at Armstrong State College for
four years.
In addition to her writing
career, Ms. Carr teaches
courses in Southern literature,
the American novel, modern
poetry, creative writing and
freshman composition.
She has lectured widely over
the past four years and has
taught or participated in a
number of writers' workshops
jects

Accreditation
From March to December
the information is compiled.
Between December 1980 and
April 1981 the report is ac
tually written. The Steering
Committee, which is made up
of Dr. Summerville and the
committee heads of each
category,
evaluates
the
finished product in respect to
accuracy and effectiveness.
This stage should be com
pleted by Sept. 1981. The
report is then distributed to
the Southern Association of
Schools and Colleges. They
take a month to read and
study the report. They then
send a visiting committee to
visit, the campus and see if the
report is accurate. This occurs
in early 1982 or late 1981. Ac

DOONESBURY
..AND AS Y OUWILL SEE MMR, NO
NATION HAS A MONOPOLY ON HUMAN
R16HTSI THENOMINEES RAN6E FROM
JT HE SMALLEST ISLAND DOMAIN IN T HE
F SOUTH MAPIC T O THE LARGEST INDUS\ /C—^>)MAL POWER
I IN EUROPE!

AND JUSTWHATARE THOSE
RIGHTS ? WELL, ON THE BA CK
OF YO UR MENUS, YOU'LL FIND
A SAMPLE SCORECARD mm
THE WHOLE UST '
> EVERYTHING FROM
OUE PROCESS TO
PROTECTION FROM
^PERSONAL VIOLENCE/

and professional confer..
confere„ c
on language, literature and th
humanities.
Attendance at the Fridlecture at Armstrong •;
limited. Interested persons a |
asked to make a reservati®
through the Division of Coni
munity Services at 927-5322
The Trosdal lecture series j
made* possible by a g rarr
honoring Mrs. Lucy T rosdal
a former member of the Arir'
strong State College Commit
sion which governed the col
lege in its early days, and ;
friend and supporter of th
college until her death. Th
fund was established by h e:
daughter, Mrs. Thomas Fife
patrick.

(Continued from page 7)

cording to Dr. Summerville
the final report will be four tc
five hundred pages long will
an appendix of about the same
size.
The visiting committee is f
made up of college personnel !
administrators and people ol
stature and integrity in the
academic community. Due to
Dr. Ashmore's experience in
participating on visiting c om
mittees, Armstrong has an ai
vantage in knowing what to
expect.
So, if you're looking fo i
your professor and can't find
him, chances are he's at a
committee
meeting. Bi
patient, the self-study en ds ir

1982.

by Garry Trudeau
YES, ANY COUNTRY 0B5ERVIN6
THE U.N.'S 13 FU NMMML
RIGHTS IS EL IGIBLE FDRONT
OF TH ESE HANDSOME H UM®
\
R/GHTS UWE>
I WE'LLSOONTE
PRESENTING!
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Armstrong O f f e r s Art In All Forms
ASC Holds Exhibit This Month

Ms. Caroline Montague
"Hard/Soft Forms," an ex
hibit of wood and plastic
sculpture by Atlanta sculptor
Caroline Montague, opened in
the Fine Arts Ga llery at Arm
strong State College Sunday,
Feb. 10.
The opening reception
which lasted fro m 3-6 p.m. in

cluded a slide lecture entitled
"Latent, Generative and
Degenerative Energies" given
by the artist from 4-5 p.m.
The exhibit will remain on
display through March 7.
Gallery
hours are 9
a.m.-noon and 1-5 p.m., Mon
day through Friday.

The public is invited to at
tend the free exhibition, dur
ing the next month.
A native of Roanoke, Va.,
Ms. Montague has her Ph.D.
from North Texas State
University, her Master of Fine
Arts from the lnstituto
Allende De Universidad De
Guanajuanto (Mexico) and
her Bachelor of Arts from
East Carolina University.
Educated at North Texas
State University, lnstituto
Allende De Universidad De
Guanajuanto, (Mexico) and
East Carolina Univ., she
blends clear acrylic plastic and
beautifully finished wood, a
technique she has developed
over the years.
Ms. Montague's works are
included in a number of collec
tions such as North Carolina
Museum of
Art, East
Carolina University, Tenneco
Co., Auburn University and
General Electric.
She has had one-person ex
hibits at Gallery Seven in
Atlanta, Peachtree Gallery in
Atlanta, at Auburn Universi
ty, the Montgomery Museum
of Fine Arts in Montgomery,
Ala., and the Huntsville Art
Center in Huntsville, A la.

Her works have been ex
hibited at 13-1, Atlanta Aft
Work Coalition; High
Museum of Art in Atlanta;
the Contemporary Gallery in
Dallas, Tex.; the Arkansas
Arts Center in Little Rock;
the North Carolina Museum
of Art; the University of
Alabama at Montgomery; and
the Garden Gallery in Raleigh,

N.C.
Ms. Montague currently
lives in Atlanta. She teaches,
renovates old
houses,
photographs cats, trains dogs
and accepts private, commer
cial and governmental
assignments. For more infor
mation on Ms. Montague or
her work please contact her at
404-522-5161.

Sample of Ms. Montague's Work

Singer John Boyley To Present Concert
John's history as both a
musician and a man can be
described only as "unique."
Born in Geo rgetown, Guyana
in 19 46, John began playing
professionally at age 14 in
local shows, clubs, and con
certs t h r o u g h o u t S o u t h
America. He first came to the
States in 1966 on a religious
scholarship which brought
him initially to New York
City, where he s pent the sum
mer p laying G osepl music. In
Autumn of the same year, he
continued o n to Little Rock,
Arkansas — s tudied there for
two years — and remained for
another two playing in coffee
houses a nd
clubs.
In
September of 1969, he moved
on to Tulsa, Oklahoma and
played in folkbars, coffee
houses, and college concert
arenas while continuing his
religious studies and becoming
an ordained minister at Oral
Roberts Univer sity.
It was in the Fall of 1972,
upon relocating in Kansas
City, that J ohn Bayley began
the transition from a part-time
player to a pro fessional artist.
And it was in Kansas City

that, within the following five
years, he grew from an
evangelistic folk musician to
an act with a repertoire con
sisting of a melange of Pop,
Jazz, and Rock influences.
During this time, he perform
ed as a "warm-up" act in both
indoor concerts and outdoor
festivals for such varied artists
as The Ohio Players, Bill
Withers, Herbie Hancock, Ike
& Tina Turner, Ravi Shankar,
Country Joe & The Fish, Lou
Reed, and The Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band.
September of 1977 marked
John Bayley's arrival in Col
orado. After playing the
Breckenridge lodges for a
month with John Bayley &
The Family Reunion Band, he
went on his own again and has
remained so ever since.
In March of 1978 ca me the
move to Colorado Springs
where John lives now with his
wife and family. He has con
tinued to play the area with his
old friends from Kansas City
days, and has added the likes
of Taj Mahal, Jimmy Cliff,
7 hn Havlev will be appearing Friday, February
Peter Tosh, Richie Havens,
ician/singer John Bay y
.
whjch begins at n 30 am ls
and Eddie Kendricks. And,
most recently h e has taken o n

"

JgKtSSZ

•»»*»"

s.»" "Jf prom,"s

muac

opening for Heavy Metal
Rock acts such as AC/DC and
New England, and in addition
has toured with The Mission
Mountain Wood Band. He
continues to tour throughout
the States, as well as in
Canada.
John Bayley has clearly
evolved into a musical force.
His solo instrumentation in
cludes both Twelve and Six
string guitars, Mandolin,
Bazouki, all Latin & African
percussion instruments, as
well as providing his own foot
powered rhythm section on the
Tambourines. And with a
voice that has been described
as "honey laced with rum,"
his m usic is understandably in
a category all by itself. In
clusive of the influences of
Latin Jazz, Reggae & Calypso,
British Rock, and Contem
porary Popular Music, the
sound is John's and John 's
alone — his personal and
original i nterpretation, flavor,
and style which make for an
"uncommonly
dynamic
presence."
"UNIQUE" — This is
JOHN BAYLEY.
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Student Spotlight
Ever Wonder About The Face
Behind Films & V ideo?

NEE-Rfl
Sieve Knapp

Steve Knapp is Chairman of
the Films and Video Commit
tee and is currently basking in
the success his committees had
on their last event "Gone with
the Wind."
Steve is a Senior who
became interested in the Union
Board only last year. He says:
"I set my sights on the Films
and Video Committee of the
Union Board because very lit
tle seemed to be being done on
it." Other than this commit
tee, Steve is also active in his
fraternity where he serves as
Warden. He also serves as
Secretary-Treasurer of the
History and Political Science
Club. He works in the library
filming the Basketball games.
In the past, Steve worked as a
member of the Inkwell staff,
and served as vice-president of
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity.
A very opinionated in
dividual, Steve commented
that he hates "apathy at this
school . . ." He further add
ed: "They probably won't
even know about this article
because most everyone's too
lazy to even bother to read the
paper ..."
Steve's future plans include
graduating in August and then

Lark Ruff in Performs...
hy Andrea Mitchell
Armstrong State College
was fortunate last Wednesday
to have Lark Ruffin and Com
pany performing for a small
audience at the Fine Arts
Auditorium. The program in
dance was presented by the
Student Georgia Association
of Education.
Lark Ruffin is a 17 year old
senior at Northside High
School for the Performing
Arts in Atlanta. She has
studied under the most promi
nent dance teachers in Atlan
ta. Lark has done extensive
stage work, not only through
the high school but also at the
Spelman College Summer
Theatre. Lark's biggest suc
cess so far has been the lead
role in the T.V. production of
"Roll of Thunder, Hear My
Cry," an adaptation of
Mildred D. Taylor's 1977
Newberry award-winning
novel. This was Lark's first
major role in a TV movie. She
was chosen for the part of
Cassie by an Atlanta talent
scout, who came to Northside
High. Auditions had already
been held in California and
New York. Lark said,
didn't think I had a chance,
when I wen t in for the audition
and they started talking
money, I realized they were

serious."
Lark explained that Northside High School for the Per
forming Arts is the only one of
it's kind in Atlanta. During
the day, Lark takes four
academic courses and the rest
of the day is elective courses in
dance. "Northside is more like
a college than a high school.
You have a lot of freedom and
it allows you to start early
working on your career
Because of her enrollment at
Northside, Lark had the op
portunity to be part of Presi
dent Carter's Friendship
Force. This Friendship Force
traveled all over Europe to
promote cultural bonds bet
ween Europe and the United
States.
Lark has a solid background
in classical ballet. She
choreographs some of her own
dances, one of which she per
formed to the song "Jessie"
sung by Roberta Flack. "1 feel
most comfortable in my own
dances because it's my own
feelings. Dances created by
others are more difficult
because you have to do the
steps and show your feelings
about them." Lark's graceful
movements tend to obscure
the strength she has. But one
leg extension and you realize
she's made of steel.

Traveling with Lark was a
young man named Richard
Durden. He is an 18 year old
college freshman who is ma
joring in communications and
minoring in dance at Clarke
College in Atlanta. Richard's
enthusiasm and energy
reminds one of a young Ben
Vereen. Though he's only
been dancing three years,
Richard has appeared on Soul
Train. He began dancing disco
in high school in Decatur and
joined a jazz dancing group
formed by some of his friends.
He and Lark met when Lark's
sister Melody was dancing
with Richard.

heading for the University of
Georgia where he hopes to
receive a masters in Jour
nalism. "I'm looking forward
to attending a large school
where people seem to take an
active interest in their college
life. As resident students make
up the campus, these colleges
are fortunate to have what can
ultimately be viewed as a cap
tive audience." Steve does,
however, believe that "the
apathy which prevails on Arm
strong's campus" can be cor
rected. He noted, for example,
the presentation of "Gone
with the Wind" for which
seats were sold out several days
in advance of the movie. "We
have such a diverse spectrum
of students, many of whom
don't even know the Union
Board exists yet alone that it
sponsors events on a regular
basis. "It's pretty bad*" he
added, "because people are
paying this Student Activities
Fee, and they're not taking ad
vantage of it. I've found in
this, that it's hard to please
everyone yet alone anyone
around here . . . "
Steve's current projects in
clude furnishing the Video
Room, promoting upcoming
films "The Wizards" and "A
Boy and His Dog," and plann
ing a "Worst Films of All
Time" festival sometime this
spring. He learns, he says that
a lot of responsibility goes
with being in charge of
anything and "'usually you
can only depend on yourself to

get things done . .

A problem, Steve finds, i s
scheduling events while pe0'pie
will be around to watch them
Thus, the concept of mid-day
events has become more a nd
more prevalent in recent
months. "Literally," Steve
said, "we're trying to catch
people before they go running
toward the parking lot at 11:30
Steve believes one way t he
school could generate some
type of school spirit is t0
localize the sports program.
Also, he added, games should
be held at the gym rather than
the Civic Center where "even
an adequate number of people
look small in the huge sur
roundings."
A graduate of Beach High
School, Steve enjoys old
movies, unusal trivia, coin col
lecting, and reading. He a d
vises that students "Study
hard when you first get to c ol
lege then you can coast along
the last year or so . . ."
In conclusion, Steve added
that he justifies his right to
voice his opinions on ASC
because "unlike many of the
ASC students at least I'm
making an attempt at playing
an active role in college.
There's so many people who
sit around and complain about
everying from the Inkwell to
the F&V committees' movies
but just," he added, "don't
try to get them to do anything

Lark Ruffin, and Richard
Darden are not only talented
dancers but they're also very
friendly and personable peo
ple. Lark told as much or
more about Richard than
herself. Richard did the same
for her. This short program
was very enjoyable and
something rather new to Arm
strong. If the talents of Lark
Ruffin and Richard Durden
are a sign of the quality of pro
grams presented by the Stu
dent Georgia Association of
Educators, then Armstrong
students have a good chance to
see some fine undiscovered
talent.
Lark Ruffin
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Editorial

&l9unce °f Prevention Is Worth A fifth Of Vodka

by—

.

...

Before I begin this editorial,
let me point ou t that 1 a lready
know the harsh criticism 1 am
e0ing to receive f or expressing
what is cons idered a very un
popular view. However, after
much thought and heated
discussion, I'v e arrived at a ra
tional conclusion which differs
peatly from the emotional
outbursts
which
have
permeated Georgia since the
debate over changing the
drinking age has arisen once
again in Geo rgia.
My opinion? Haven't you
guessed by now? Despite the
fact that 1 am one of many
who wil l be affected by the
prospect of raising the drink
ing age to 21, 1 am supporting
the Georgia Legislature one
hundred percent. Contrary to
popular belief, I d o not feel as
though
the
Georgia
Legislature is trying to act as
our moral conscience for the
general population. However,
1 d o realize that the Georgia
Legislature is ta king a realistic
stand when th ey admit that in
1972, when these same people
lowered the d rinking age, they
made a dire mistake — a
mistake which h as resulted in a
shocking number of teenrelated fa tal auto accidents as
well as a devastating number
of alcoholics b etween the ages
of 18 and 21.

Did you realize that one
teenager in ten is d iagnosed an
alcoholic and one teen- in five
has a serious drinking pro
blem? The statistic isn't as
horrifying as it might sound
for ho w many of us see, on a
daily basis the shocking
number of students, both at
school and at parties, who
"tip the bottle" in a meager
attempt at ha ving fun. A ques
tion comes to mind: whatever
happened to g ood ole fashion
ed fun in the form of
"prudish" soberness? Nobody
has to be drunk to be the
center of attention. Nobody
has to stagger down a street to
be funny. Yet h ow many times
have w e heard the expression
"Let's get drunk." An expres
sion, I'm afraid, which is
almost a s repulsive as the act
f itself.
So, the Legislature has to
make a responsible decision.
What if our wrists have been
slapped or our egos deflated?
Obviously, t hey needed to be.
It's like taking away a 16-yearold's car keys because he's
been an irresponsible driver.
So, in a sense, the Georgia
Legislature is taking our mar
tini glasses away from us
because we couldn't stop fill
ing them up. It makes perfect
sense.
With the priviledge of
drinking, we've been dealing
with the assumption we are
mature enough to push the
barstools a way from the bar.
Well, statistics and plain old

common sense have shown usthat this assumption is wrong

— we are no longer consuming
the liquor. It is consuming us.

Granted, it is a tragedy,
however it is also a fact which
can no longer be ignored.
Interestingly enough, there
have been a huge number, of
protestors who have used the
argument that if we are old
enough to fight, we are old
enough to drink. I, as many
others, had rarely given that
statement much thought until
someone mentioned to me that
the entire idea behind drafting
young adults originated from
the fact that 18 to 21 year olds,
who, for the majority, have
yet to develop as fully mature
adults are more likely to take
orders and "do as they are
told" than a 30 year old man
who is just that — a man. Sud
denly, that agreement makes

little sense when viewed
beyond the emotional tirades
which have been common in
recent weeks.
The debate, however, will
be decided — very soon, in
fact. And whatever the deci
sion somehow I believe we can
live without beer busts and
two for one nights and if we
can't maybe it's time we learn
ed — fast.
In closing, it should be
noted that the legislature is not
ignorant. They realize that this
proposed bill is not a panacea
for society's ills. But these of
ficials have finally reached a
decision that enough is enough
— a decision many young
drinkers couldn't make on
their own.

WE'RE PLAYING
YOUR TUNE

SAVANNAH SYMPHONY
Savannah Symphony In Play Again
not reached via the virtually
"The Sound of Broadway"
sold-out Saturday evening
is the theme of the Savannah
subscription concerts. The
Symphony Orchestra's third
series has met with success and
Sunday Afternoon Series con
cert set for Feb. 24 at 3:30
p.m. in the Civic Center's
Johnny Mercer Theatre.
Highlights include music ot
Victor Herbert, Lerner and
Guest soprano Donna Roll
Lowe, Rodgers and Hammerswill perform the dramatic
tein, and Leonard Bernstein
Final Scene from Richard
from such shows as "Babes in
Strauss's "Salome" in concert
Toyland," "My Fair Lady
with the Savannah Symphony
"The Music Man,
can
Orchestra on Saturday,
dide," and other favorites.
February 16, at 8:30 p.m. in
Guest conductor will be J ere
the Civic Center's Johnny
Lantz, music director of the
Mercer Theatre. Christian
St Cloud (Minn.) Civic Or
Badea, music director, will
chestra and associate music
conduct.
director of the Minnesota
Miss Roll has sung operatic
Opera Company.
and concert works in
Reservations and informa Stockholm, London, Moscow,
tion are available from The and around the U.S.A., on
Symphony Office, 119 Habec television, and with the Joffrey ballet.
SM 2-236-95 36),
Monday
Saturday's concert will also
through Friday til5 P"™" or * feature
Strauss's
Ein
the Civic Center Box Office on
Heldenleben ("A Hero s
February 24 only from 1.30 to
Life") and music of Frederick

will be offered again in
1980-81. It is made possible in
part with the joint support of
the Georgia Council for the

Arts and Humanities and the
National Endowment for the
Arts and by a grant from a
private foundation.

Donna Roll To Perform

3

S°eaPts™re priced at $6.50, $7,

$8 The d

V

Series

Symphony 's fourSunday Afternoon

was

introduced this year

-Iribssrs
students, senior
dicapped persons,

others

Delius.
.
Reservations and informa
tion are available from the
Symphony Office, 119 Haber
sham
St.
(phone
912-236-9536),
Monday
through Friday til 5 p.m.;
Saturday, February 16,
am. to 3 p.m., and at the
Civic Center Box Office

February 16 only from 6:30 to tion.
Savannah Symphony con
8:30 p.m.
certs
are made possible in part
Available seats are priced
from $3.50 to $10.30. From with the joint support of the
8:15 to 8/30 p.m. on February Georgia Council for the Arts
16 the Box Office will sell all . and Humanities and the Na
available remaining seats for tional Endowment for the
$3, regardless of their loca Arts.

Antique Closet
Hundreds of recycled jeans
from $3-$6 Cut-Offs $2
Denim Jackets $3-$6
Dresses, pants,
blouses — all
reasonably priced.

804 Abercorn Street
(Near Gwinnett)
Savannah, Ga. 31401
Open Monday • Frid ay
12:00 • 8:00 p .m.
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ASC's SGA Meet
ASC's Student Gover nment
Association met Thursday,
Feb. 7. Dr. Richard Summ erville came and spoke to the
Senate. He explained Arm

strong's Instutional Self-Study
(see page 7) and asked for
students to participate in the
program as student represen
tatives.

ATTENTION:
A.S.C. Students and Faculty
The Dental Hygiene Department is having a
toothbrush trade-in on February 20th and
21st, from 10:30 until 12:30. Bring in your old
for a new.
I.D. required.

Interested in joining the
Karate Club?
Call or see Coach Bedwell in the
Intramural Dept. — 927-5339

Weight Lifting
Bench Press Contest
Thursday and Friday,
Feb. 21 and 22
12:30 in Gym Weight Roo m
Seperate Weight Divisions
Open to all S t u d e nt s , Faculty and Staff
PLAN TO EN TER NOW!

(Zottaqe

Three proposals were given
the go ahead by the SGA. $600
was designated for SGA sup
plies fo r the remainder of the
year, a $290 maximum was
designated f or a "dead" filing
cabinet (SGA) and carpeting
for A1 Har ris' o ffice, a nd the
SGA okayed a proposal to
help in the blood drive on
Monday, February 25.
The proposition that has
been under consideration for
quite some time is a Constitu
tional Revision concerning
membership, qualification for
the Office of Senator,
Nominations, Elections, and
Appointment of Senators, and
duties of the Senate. Discus
sion followed and a decision
was made to table the matter
until another "emergency"
meeting could be scheduled.
The next me eting was schedul
ed for Friday, February 8.
On Friday, more discussion
about the changes in the Con
stitution followed. The Con
stitution makes a revision t hat
would
make
Senators
representatives "at large" for
all s tudents. The Constitution
now has provisions for
Senators who represent
departmentally. Discussion
was mostly concerning the
threat of one organization be
ing elected and "blocking"
votes. The vote was called for
after a lengthy discussion. The
vote was eight yes, six n o, and
one abstention. Due to the
necessity of a 2 /i major ity vote
of those present, the proposal
was voted down.
Leesa Bohler asked for an
approval of the student
representatives for the Self
Study. The seven names were
approved. Four more people
are needed for the Self Study
and Leesa asked that anyone
interested to please come to
the next SGA meeting to take
place Thursday, February 14
at 12:30.

MEN'S & WOMEN'S HAIR STYLING
Specializing in Style Cuts

TOTAL BEAUTY CARE
MANICURES

OPEN MONDAY THRU SAT URDAY

You've become a life saver.
Literally. For installing our Employee
Education Program. For letting us
supply free films, exhibits, speakers,
pamphlets, posters, and articles for
your company publications. For
accepting our help in arranging
"action" programs for your
employees... for detection of
colorectal cancer, instructions in breast
cancer examination, for detection of
cervical cancer via the Pap test. For
simply understanding that if cancer is
detected in its early stages, chances for
cure are greatly increased. Thank you.
Hundreds of companies now
have an American Cancer Society
Employee Education Program. If
yours isn't one of them, call us.

American Cancer Society
2,000,000 people fighting cancer.

A Pensive Pause
b> Ma ry Lllen W helan

%edKEN

The American
Cancer Society
thanks you.
Your employees
thankyou.
Their families
thankyou.

Homecoming "80" at Arm
strong State College was once
again a pleasant and entertain
ing even ing for everyone con
cerned. The spirit and en
thusiasm shown by the Greek
organizations competing for
the various honors was well
mannered and gregarious.
However, an otherwise perfect
evening was tainted by the in
—

ability of a group of judges to
select a single winner in the
float competition.
All of the contestants for
t e Homecoming Queen com/ u P e r l a t>veIy
P . ntative of the college
and were visably satisfied
when a single winner was
selected by vote. The banner
competition drew numerous
entrants and the best banner
won' "
by
of the
the
y tthe
n e decision
Vision of

iudees. IUnfortunat
•
judges.
time, efforts, and m
up by the organizati
entered the float cor
were not
were
not anora
afford t
courtesy of having
selected,

Next year shoulc
competition again
sored, it will be inte
see how many org:
devote time, money
a moot issue.

20% OFF ON ANY S ERVICE WITH THIS AD
TPoLBRthd?AASC Pirates!!!
927-3591

<11 MONTGOMERY CROSS RDS

To Jim Buice (Feb. 13th - today)
Erie Dennis (Feb. 14th),
a
and
Aaron Hill
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Movie Proves Blow For Men's Liberation
by An drea Mitchell

American Gigolo strikes
another blow f or men's libera
tion. Men and women have
become eQual in almost every
profession — including the
worlds oldest profession —
prostitution.
Richard Gere portrays
Julian Kaye, a young Califor
nia man who's biggest at
tribute seems to be his ward
robe. But wait, he speaks five
languages, h e has a chauffer's

license, and he's a gigolo with
a heart of gold. He "treats his
ladies right" and "sees no
crime in giving pleasure." Be
ing the nice guy he is, Julian
turns a "trick" in place of a
friend. In the next couple of
days he finds the woman has
been murdered and he is being
framed for it.
Richard Gere turns in a low
key, unemotional but sym
pathetic performance. His
portrayal of the two-dimensial

Julian Kaye is impressive in
that he manages t<J show
Julian's aloof and cold side
while still displaying the charm
that makes his job so easy.
And no matter how you feel
about his profession, Gere
makes the whole thing seem
natural, legal, and perfectly
normal. Even though Julian
Kaye is a male prostitute he's
still a "nice guy."
Current trends toward a
looser set of morals is typified

Law School Applicants

LSDAS.

Because of the backlog, it is
estimated that, at the current
processing rate, there will be
delays for a bout the next eight
weeks. Staff have been greatly
expanded and are working
long h ours to meet these pro
blems. Educational Testing
Service (ETS), which ad
ministers the LSDAS, regrets
any personal inconvenience to
candidates.
The LSDAS was begun in
1970 at th e request of the law

schools. Its purpose is to sum
marize information from col
lege transcripts, test scores
from the Law School Admis
sion
Test
and
other
biographical information used
for evaluation by the law
school admission offices.
If there are specific pro
blems that cannot wait, please
write to Law Programs,
Newtown, Pa. 18940. Please
do not telephone.

Coastal Citizens
Hold Clean
Energy Meets
The Coastal Citizens for
C Jan Energy holds monthly
lectureon Nuclear Energy alter

l^th^'at^O p.m. in the
1
' X Science Museum.
Savannah
cneak about
uillv Lovett will speax

>mr 5—n
233-0511.

The best thing that can be
said about the movie is that
Richard Gere looks wonder

ful. His clothes, designed by
Giorgio Armani, are outstand
ing and Gere looks great in
them. Actually, he looks bet
ter than Lauren Hutton who is
one of the world's top models.
So fellas, if your only going to
see Lauren Hutton, don't
bother. She looks worn out
and tired. Ladies, if your go
ing to see Richard Gere, go to
the matinee. He's worth two
dollars but not the three
seventy-five you pay for the
regular show.

Financial Assistance Available

Inkwell InkspotS:
PRINCETON, N.J. — Ap
plicants to law schools are ad
vised that delays in delivery of
a new computer system have
resulted in a backlog of Law
School Data Assembly Service
(LSDAS) reports to law
schools. Law schools have
been ma de aware of the pro
blem through frequent up
dating on the status of the pro
cessing schedule.
Although law school admis
sion offices may be somewhat
slowed in making their deci
sions, stu dents can be assured
that fairness will be para
mount, and no individuals will
be penalized for late reporting
delays incurred by the

in this movie. Julian Kaye is
considered "scrupulous"
because he will only turn tricks
that involve "straight sex."
His girlfriend, played by
Lauren Hutton, also has
scruples. She won't leave her
politician-husband for fear of
wrecking his career. Scruples
such as these are better known
by other names.

C.

A unique new service is be
ing offered to middle and up
per income parents of college
students. The Students' Finan
cial Aid Services, division of
Mid-Southern Financial
Corp., is assisting the middle
and upper income family in
paying the high costs of
educating their children.
The Company has establish
ed a special Higher Educatin
Loan Program which is
tailored to meet the needs of
the middle or upper income
family. Large amounts, up to
$30 000, are made available to
these families. These funds are
allocated and committed to
the parents in advance of their
use. No annual reapplying is
necessary. The line of credit
established reflects the amount
of money needed to complete
the student's education. As an
example; parents with a stu
dent entering a four year col
lege costing $6,000 a year
could have a $24,000 line of
credit established. This total
amount is committed to the
parent to meet educational ex^ Each line of credit is flexi
ble Parents utilize the funds,
as needed, by writing a check
on a special account which has
been created for them. Interest
charges are computed only on
the actual amount of money in
use, not on the total line of

credit. The rate of interest on expenditures for education in
these special loans is a low a planned and economic man
12970 annual percentage rate. ner. Funds allocated for these
There is absolutely no col loans are limited, so com
lateral required. All loans are mitments are issued on a firstunsecured. Approval of the come, first-served basis. The
line of credit is based on the wise parents will apply early to
income and credit of the reserve the monies needed for
parents along with a computa their children's education.
Inquiries regarding these
tion of the educational ex
loans can be made by calling
penses required. Long-term
repayments of up to 8 years (404) 952-2500, or writing
Students' Financial Aid Ser
are available.
This Higher Education vices, at Suite 501, One
Loan Program is unique and Perimeter Way, N.W., Atlan
enables parents to budget their ta, Georgia 30339.

Logan Joins Staff
frrom Page 1

Mrs. Logan would always ex
pect not only the student but
also several members of his
family. The males of the fami
ly usually come to the con
ference. Their biggest concern
is the student leaving the
Muslim Country and go out
into the "corrupt world."
Mrs. Logan said that she
helped these students by get
ting to know them and
whether or not the influence of
the Muslim Religion was
strong enough to keep them
from receiving their academic
opportunities.
Mrs. Logan said the people
of Kuwait are"open, honest
people in their appraisal of
you." They couldn't unders
tand why Mrs. Logan s ser

vices were free. "They are ac
customed to paying for things.
They feel even more obligated
to you because of free
service."
Mrs. Logans job involves
personal and academic
counseling as well as testing
and career guidance. She is
married to Commander Roy
H. Logan, Jr., U.S.N, and is
the mother of two college age
daughters. Mrs. Logan's hob
bies include writing poems and
short stories, traveling, and
tracing the travels of biblical
characters.
A.S.C. is very fortunate to
have Mrs. Logan as part of the
guidance and counseling
department.
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A

Good
Time

Was Had By All...
It's Hard to believe! A
record number of movie goers
actuall) seemed to have fun a
few weeks ago when close to
300 movie goers squeezed in to
Jenkin's Hall to watch "Gone
with the Wind." 1 must admit,
it was my love for the movie
that inspired my sudden long
ing to attend a Union Board
event. Not that 1 have any
substantial complaints about
the Union Board — just a l ot
of useless excuses fo r not tak
ing advantage of an inexpen
sive evening. Somewhere
along the way, we've all seem
ed to decide that we can buy a
good time, so 50 cents for a
classic such as "Gone With the
Wind" would seem, at first,
getting a"Good" deal on a
boring evening. How wrong
Can you get???
At some point during the
evening 1 noticed that
everyone seemed t o be h aving
a great time as the y (get this!)
laughed out loud at the lines
which have become classics in
their own hackneyed way. One
part of the movie found
Scarlett's mother advising her
to go to Savannah whereas
Scarlett replies "What will I

do in Savannah?" (Ah, how
many of us have echoed her
sentiments . . .) One movie
goer helped the heroine out as
he
shouted
"Go
to
Stonehenge" — advice which
sent the viewers into laughter
which subsided only long
enough to hear some other
free advice uttered from the
crowd.
Intermission was almost as
entertaining as the movie itselt
with a Clark Gable-Vivian
Leigh look alike contest as
well as a series of random
ticket drawings which sent a
number of winners home with
a copy of the novel.
It seems this presentation
has proven that there can ac
tually be (prepare yourself)
F-U-N at a school sponsored
event. The more support these
events have, the more likely
that bigger and better events
will be sponsored.
And if noise, laughter, and
happy crowds prove any thing
then the only person at the
"Gone with the Wind"
presentation who "frankly
didn't give a damn" was Clark
Gable.

(MOSCOW) — In the absence of the rest of the
world, Russia will conduct her own Olympic
Games. This is her new symbol demonstrating
the Russian concept of athletic excellence and
fair play.

What

The Is
Future Of The Olympics ?

by Karen Ward
The possibility of a U.S.
Boycott of the summer Olym
pics in Moscow has caused a
great deal of dissention among
the American people. As
thousands ponder and debate
the question "should the U.S.
boycott the Olympics?"
another equally important
question comes into focus.
What is the future of the
Olympic games going to be?
It is difficult to recall an
Olympics in the past few
decades that has not been ac

companied by some difference
of
opinion,
argument,
boycott, or act of violence.
Many people have stated that
it is unfortunate that an essen
tially non-political event has
become'such a political issue,
but the fact is that the fate of
the games has become a
political issue, and few people,
athletes included, deny this.
The time has come for all
people, athletes and spectators
alike, to take a long hard look
at the future of the games.
The purpose of the Olym

pics, that of international
athletic
competition jn
brotherhood, has somehow
been lost. A redefining and an
understanding of this purp0se
by the International 01ympjc
Committee is in order. Next
certain guidelines need to be
set u p by IOC if the games are
going to survive. No one or
one group should have to com
promise their beliefs in order
to compete, but guidelines are
necessary in the operation of
any event. These guidelines
should cover not only issues
such as eligibility, basic rules,
and fairness of competition!
but also safeguards against the
conversion of the games into a
political arena and dispute set
tling procedures.
Some people, such as high
jumper Dwight Stone, have
suggested the building of a
permanent Olympic facility.
As Stone has stated, with a
permanent facility "each par-1
ticipating country could con- |
tribute financially to it's f
upkeep." This may not be the
answer
to the Olympic
problems,
but it is a
suggestion, and at this point
suggestions are exactly what is
needed.
Thousands of
suggestions are needed so th at
the IOC can choose from the
best of these in order to make
needed changes.
No one has all the answers,
therefore, I cannot present a
complete and specific list of
(Continued on page 2 0)
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Armstrong State's Freshmen
Sophomores
Juniors*
career as a Nav^o^MarlnVcorp^^
promise v®"®' se'iously considered, a
salary; we guarantee it! Contact NROTC UnitT bavannah
Savannah
°m 3 J?LWlth a comfortable
plete information.
'
State College 356-2206/2207 for com'Any student with two years of academic work remaining.
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Lady Pirates Push For Top Seed
by Ly nda Bro ussard
The A rmstrong State Lady
pirates, in their continuous
jJive for a good seeding in the
«coming GA1AW A Tournafent defeated Tift College,
,g67 February 1 in the Arm
ing gym-To continue their
Lning streak the Lady Bucs
cruised by North Georgia the

following day, 65-52
Debra David scored 22
points to lead the Lady Pirates
to their victory over Tift Col
lege. Terralyn Edwards added
19 points while Vicki Abbott
and Cindy Pound both con
tributed 17 points.
Lead scorer for the Lady
Bucs against North Georgia

was Terralyn Edwards with 22
points; followed by Lee
Harmer with 15 and Cindy
Pound and Debra David with
12 points a piece.
This weekend improved the
Lady Pirate's overall season
record to 12-3 and 5-3 in the
GAIAW South Division 11.
Seedings in the state tourna

ment, to be held February
20-23 at Berry College in
Rome, Ga., will be determined
by a teams division record, the
lower seeds having to play the
higher seeds.
Forward Terralyn Edwards
leads the Lady Pirates in scor
ing with a 23 point per game
average. Cindy Poundis se

cond in scoring with a 22 point
per game average.
The other three starters for
the Lady Pirates are Debra
David, averaging 15 points per
game, Vicki Abbot, averaging
9 points per game and Lee
Harmer averaging 7 points per
game.

Pirates Hove Hord Season
I|
|

I

It is time for the breaks to
start swinging the "Running
Pirates" way. The Pirates
have the potential, but can't
seem to get it together in the
last few minutes of some of
the games.
January 21st, in a Con
ference ga me against Colum
bus College the "Running
Pirates" had a chance to tie
the game at 1:59, but Bob
Webber was called for offen
sive goaltending and the
Cougars got the ball inbound,
leading 89-85. Foy hit a jump
shot fr om the c orner to make
it 89-87 before Aaron Hill
stole the inbounds and was
fouled. Hill c onverted both at

. • , .: „.i

oflmp at
tempts which tied the game
at
89 with 35 seconds left.

However, Columbus Troy
Bridges hit a free throw for a
90-89 lead before the Cougars
made another basket to make
the final score 92-89.
The following game ASC
cruised past Georgia College,
^.inspit^re^Uy^-

s"ki

and"

Mark Bielck to in-

trip Henry scored 32

13 of 17 shots.
On January 27. ASC played
n .nter College in the college
1
The Bucs left the Saints
scoreless for an eight minute

he first half. The
period in
in tne
the
first half. The
period
—
final score was 95-60. The
Pirates out rebounded Flagler
60-38. ASC shot 62.5 percent
from the Boor in the first half
and 48 percent for the game,
while the Saints hit 36. ASC
hit 35 of 48 attempts from the
foul line. Aaron was high
scorer for the Buis with 20
points. He also had 14 re
bounds and 5 steals
Joe
Henry added 15 and Foy
Ballanie had 12.

The next game Valdosta
hipped ASC by three points.
The "Running Pirates" who
were down by as many as 11
points in the second half nar

rowed the score to 92-91 with
, ; ;nn
Thp
35 seconds .remaining.
The
final score was 98-95.
An

n

n

On February 2nd in the
Civic Center, West Georgia
defeated ASC on their
homecoming game. With 27
seconds left in the game the
Bucs were only three points
down, but missed a lay-up.
Braves' Brewer was fouled and
sa»k two free throws, making
the score 96-91. With 14
seconds left on the clock the
Bucs missed another shot
before Braves' Richardson
sank two free throws from the
foul line, making the final
score 98-91.

Joe Henry
Henry is
is top
Joe
to scorer for
thf,
Rum averaging
avpratJinc 18.5 points
the Bucs
per game. Second is Mike
Prinjle averaging 16.6, follow
ed by Aaron Hill averaging
15.7. Top rebounder is Aaron
Hill averaging 13.5 rebounds
per game. Foy Ballance has
147 assists.
The overall record for the
Pirates is 13-10. Home record
is 12-3 and the South Atlanta
Conference record is 0-6.
The next games for ASC
will be February 13th at
Augusta College. February
21st-23rd The S.A.C. Tourney
will also be held at Augusta
College.
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Whelan's Wide World Of Intramurals
b> Mar> Ellen W helan
In intramural basketball ac
tion, Pike 1 defeated the Tigers
in a 43-29 decision. Sumner
led the maroon league winners
with 15. Flournoy and Jones
led Bam 1 with 15 each to a
52-35 defeat over the Nads.
Also in the maroon league, the
P. E. Independents edged past
the Baseball Bums 48-46. The
Bums led 24-21 at halftime but
were unable to keep the lead in
the second half. Steve Wheeler
scored 16 to lead the winning
team to a victory. Keith Ocps
poured in 24 for the defeated
Baseball bums. The powerful
Bam 1 team picked up a se

cond win of the week
defeating the Faculty in a lop
sided 63-38. Tony Flournoy
led the Bam team with 19
tallies. Joe Roberts and Tony
Sandy led the faculty to a
44-37 win over the Tigers.
Roberts had 23 and Sandy
totaled 13 in that game. The
Baseball Bums fell to Pike I
52-46. A mighty threesome —
Vickery, Cail and Sumner led
the victors to a win. Steve
Wheeler helped the P. E. In
dependents squeeze by the
Nads 44-41 in an exciting over
time game. The Nads later
came from behind to pull a
39-35 win over the Baseball
Bums. Fordham with 16 and

Dotson scoring 12 led the
Nads. The P.E. Independents
outscored Bam I 50-44. Steve
Wheeler led again for the P.E.
team.
In
the
blue league,
Skidaway Institute defeated
BSU 20-10. Yoder led
Skidaway with 10. Butler led
Mother's Finest past Pike II
54-30. Butler threw in. 24
points for the winning players.
Pike II eased by BSU 29-28 in
a close game. Jim McDonald
led the offense with 14. Doug
Brown played a fine defensive
game for the Pike team. In a
combined team effort,
Skidaway Institute added a
win tn their record defeating

PKT 39-18. Pike II came from
behind to later defeat
Skidaway Institute 32-31. Jim
McDonald led Pike with 15.
BSU ran past PKT in a one
sided 48-19 victory for the
BSU contenders.
Coggins and Lanier led the
Mooseheads
past
the
Hollywood Connection in a
43-18 victory. Bam All Stars
defeated the Mooseheads
29-24 in a later game. Coastal
Blue
Ribbon
defeated
Hollywood Connection 31-22.
Butler, Wilson, and Prescott
led Mother's Finest to a 51-23
win over BSU. The Hollywood
Connection picked up a 34-27

defeat over Byte Bombers
In women's basketball Pju
Little Sisters fell to Coastal
Blue Ribbon 29-20 Kathv
Gallagher led Coastal BlUc
Ribbon with 8. Laurie Remier
and Amanda Kitchens each
scored 10 to post a 34-17 w in
over the Killer Bees. The P p
Club upset Alpha Gam 25-18
in a close game. Phi Mu pic k,
ed up a win over Sigma Kappa
24-10. Kelly Powers led Phi
Mu with 11. The P.E. Club
romped past Dental Hygiene
27-5. Mary Roberson threw in
10 to lead the Killer Bees past
Pike Little Sisters 17-12,
Alpha Gam defeated Phi Mu
23-10.

Hold The Line On Title IX

By Suzy Chaffee
National News Bureau
A recent Title IX rally in
Washington had to be held on
a Sunday. Congress was not in
session, but it was too risky
for those holding women's
collegiate sports jobs to take a
day off during the week to
protest the current sabotaging
of Title IX, the act which
guarantees equal opportunity
in school sports for men and
women.
But even on a Sunday, the
rally was effective. Set up dur
ing the day were a letter
writing campaign, a strategy
for Washington press satura
tion, and a lobbying orienta
tion course to provide continu
ing input. We ended up with a
truly grand finale, a rally in
front of the White House and
a march up Capitol Hill. As
we marched, we shouted
slogans: "Hold the Line on Ti
tle IX" (to then-HEW
Secretary Califano); "Amy
wants to play, so do not take
her ball away" (to Jimmy and
Rosalyn); "Women's Sports
are Beautiful" (for the
idealists and the studs); "A
Woman's Place is in the
House, the Senate and the
Sports
Fields"
(for
statesmen), and — for male
jocks with a sense of humor —
The NCAA is an Unequal
Athletic Supporter." At each
intersection, women gymnists
would lead off with a flipping,
twisting spectacle that would
have made Nadia proud. The
rally was so well-received that
even the White House police
bought Title IX t-shirts.
During the rally, we also
thanked Califano, Vice Presi
dent Mondale, and Senators
Birch Bayh, Edward Kennedy,
and Robert Dole, who have
adamently supported Title IX.
Vice President Mondale held a
special White House meeting
giving a full commitment to
Title IX s strong enforcement.
Senator Kennedy, Chairman

of the Senate Health Sub
committee and the Judiciary
Committee, has written an ar
ticle in Women Sports
Magazine calling for full sup
port of Title IX. And Senator
Dole, Chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee and strong
health advocate, made a
courageous stand behind Title
IX, despite representing Kan
sas, the home state of the National College Athletic
Association (NCAA).
Why all the hoopla? Since
Title IX has become more ef
fectively enforced, Women's
portion of the total college
athletic budget has grown to
16 percent. Some men aren't
exactly cheering. NCAA chief
Walter Byers has been quoted
as saying, "two percent is
enough." A strong coalition
of spectator-oriented sports
colleges agrees with him.
What burns me up is that
one of the biggest offenders in
discrimination
against
women's sports is one of my
Alma Maters, Notre Dame. In
addition, Washington sources
say the school is making life
miserable for Senator Bayh of
Indiana, the author of Title IX
and ERA (the Equal Rights
Amendment). And instead of
giving Bayh and his late ac
tivist wife Marvella the tribute
they deserve as the unsung
heroes of our time, there's talk
that the powers that be at
Notre Dame are putting his
Senate seat on the line over Ti
tle IX. And Notre Dame's sup
posed to be a humanitarian in
stitution.
The big problem with antiTitle IXers is football. If all
sports are created equal, what
becomes of the Big Game?
You may have seen simplistic,
one-sided spots on the Today
Show and other programs
recently explaining how Title
IX kills football. First of all
HEW has allowed ample
latitude for costs associated
with event management and

other legitimate disparities in
expenditures between men's
and women's programs.
But then the NCAA claims
that football is needed to sup
port the rest of the collegiate
sports family. Football takes
half to two-thirds of colleges'
total athletic budget, accord
ing to Women Sports
Magazine co-founder, Candice Hogan. And yet, in the
NCAA
report
entitled
"Revenues and Expenses of
Intercollegiate Athletic Pro
grams," 81 percent of its 475
member 'institutions with var
sity football programs in 1977
did not make enough revenue
to support themselves. Only 19
percent (92 schools) earned
enough money to meet opera
tional expenses. Almost all of
the football programs do not
even break even. So much for
support for other sports.
More facts and figures:
Seven years ago, when Title IX
was enacted, women's sports
had one percent of the total
collegiate athletic budget.
Now they have about 16 per
cent, and 21 percent of the
athletic scholarship budget.
Participation of women in in
tercollegiate athletic programs
has doubled; now 30 percent
of all collegiate student
athletes are women. Mean
while, the men's athletic
budget over the same seven
year period has increased
almost 65 percent, but the
number of male athletes has
risen only slightly.
Title IX has already
significantly affected elemen
tary and high school students.
Since 1972, girls' participation
in interscholastic sports has in
creased about 600 percent,
from 250,000 to two million
jj>irls. Yet the National Federa
tion of State High School
Associations, "Walter Byers'
little clones" (they are even
moving their headquarters
next door to Byers' NCAA
building), are using the same

weak football arguments to
make trouble for girls in high
school.
These early school years are
even more important than the
college years for learning sport
skills and building habits for
life. Betty Ford made us
realize that twice as many
women as men have drug,
alcohol and health problems,
partially because they haven't
had sports as a stress outlet
and self-image builder.
Women who have achieved in
business knew the importance
of physical activity early: It
has been published that each
one of the 100 most successful
business women in America
was a tomboy in her youth.
In supporting Title IX, we
are talking about the health of
not only the 50 percent of the
population of our country that
happens to be female, but also
of the life-time sports habits of
male students — even most of
those 22 guys on the football

team — who retire from sports
after graduation. If we don't
start letting people learn sports
that can be played for a
lifetime, we are training
Americans to be life-long spec
tators.
Since the President's Coun
cil on Physical Fitness came up
with a study "that exercise and
nutrition do more for the
health of a person than all
medicine combined," the right
to sports in schools for
everybody has become the
right to health itself.
* • • *

Suzy Chaffee was the cap
tain of the U.S. Olympic Ski
Team in 1968, and has been
the highest ranked American
Woman skier and top woman
freestyle skier in the world.
She has been on the advirsory
boards of several health con
cerns and is involved in pro
moting women's and sports
issues.

Let your opinions
be known about
increasing
Athletic Fees
to support
the Athletic Program
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